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We are certainly living through extraordinary times. The second anniversary 
of the pandemic is fast approaching and we have just come through our 
longest lockdown, with all of Term 3 teaching and learning from home.

2021 was not meant to be this way, but the arrival of the more 
virulent and contagious Delta strain has been a game changer.

As I write these words however, the sun is shining through my 
office window, the jacaranda trees on Kelly Street are starting 
to bloom and the sound of children’s laughter fills the air, as 
our students run along the footpath, greeting their friends and 
their teachers.

We’re back at school and it’s a happy day here at IGS.

At the start of 2021, I challenged all students and staff to build 
beautiful work across the campus. I urged our students to 
compose a first draft, share it with others for feedback, and 
then to make a better draft, and then another, knowing that 
effort and achievement go hand in hand.

In this Jigsaw, I am thrilled to share with you myriad examples 
of such work, as our students and staff rolled up their sleeves 
and embraced this challenge. Throughout the year, the  
School became a dynamic gallery of student work and we 
were all delighted to see glorious artwork gracing the walls  
of the campus.

In Semester 1, our community celebrated ArtsFest, Much Ado 
About Nothing and Matilda the Musical, as well as a number 
of live music ensemble concerts. In fact, we just managed to 
sneak Matilda in before the lockdown, with a big collective sigh 
of relief and a whole lot of joy.

A CALL FOR COMPASSION AND 
SOLIDARITY AND ANOTHER 
RENAISSANCE
As constraints of the pandemic continue around the world, 
there is a new awareness among our students of their many 
advantages. Many are more committed than ever to personal 
achievement and to making the most of their educational 
opportunities.

While the ending to the story of our current pandemic is yet 
to be written, the Secretary-General of the United Nations 
António Guterres has asserted that we will need a complete 
rebirth, a Renaissance of sorts, new ways of governing, of 

relating to others, new systems and new ways of thinking, to 
lead us out of the complex challenges that the pandemic has 
laid bare. Underpinning it all will need to be a shared sense of 
compassion and solidarity.

This compelling idea has inspired our work this year as we 
collaborated to develop a new strategic plan for our School 
for 2022 to 2026. The last time our community had a major 
opportunity to set the strategic direction of our unique 
multilingual School was in 2015. I had just arrived as Principal 
the term before and came to know our community by 
engaging in what turned out to be an inspiring, productive 
and enlightening conversation with students, staff, the Board, 
parents and alumni about who we were and what we wanted 
to be.

How fulfilling it is to see the fruits of that careful, collaborative 
planning realised in our achievements and in the opportunities 
afforded to our students. In this edition of Jigsaw you can 
read more about what we achieved and how our planning 
is progressing as we prepare to launch a bold and exciting 
new strategic plan at Speech Night: a blueprint forged 
during a pandemic but with hope and optimism for our 
remarkable School’s future and a heightened awareness of the 
fundamental role that school plays in the life of a child and a 
family. The pandemic has taught us a lot.

A CONNECTED COMMUNITY
What happens in the world echoes through the classrooms 
and corridors of IGS. Enjoy this taste of beautiful work from 
our talented, creative and hard-working students and staff.

I look forward to sharing the next strategic plan with our 
community later this year.

Shauna Colnan 
Principal
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BEAUTIFUL WORK

FROM THE PRINCIPAL
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THE NEXT FIVE YEARS

FROM THE CHAIR

Under the current plan, 
many improvements across 
the campus have been 
achieved and we applaud the 
championing of excellence, 
and the encouragement 
of passionate and creative 
learning that we witnessed, all 
under the strategic aspirations 
of limitless learning, 
empowered students and 
sustainable future. The sheer 
number of improvements to 
the School, its offerings and 
its infrastructure have been 

remarkable and in this edition of Jigsaw, we celebrate all that 
we have accomplished over the past six years.

At the start of this year, we were pleased to partner with 
Principal Shauna Colnan and the School’s leadership team to 
drive the creation of the next plan, and we are finalising its 
development with reference to the IGS Mission to equip our 
students to be world ready.

The new plan will also honour and respect the School’s 
treasured history and the abiding values of diversity, vibrancy, 
connectedness, authenticity and personal achievement, as well 
as the overarching motto of Unity Through Diversity.

It is particularly exciting that the School is situated in the 
centre of the Sydney Harbour CBD innovation corridor, within 
both the Bays and Pyrmont precincts, which are undergoing 
rapid transformation.

Long-serving members of staff can attest to the many 
changes that have already taken place in this part of Sydney, 
with the ongoing rejuvenation of old warehouses, and the 
growth of education, technology and creative industries.

In this environment, opportunities for our students can only 
expand, and we are poised to take advantage of what is set to 
become a burgeoning and vibrant international hub over the 
next decade.

While the School’s values remain constant, our strategic 
aspirations for the next five years will be deeper learning, 
students striving and flourishing, and a strong and 
sustainable school.

As the planning process continues,  
we warmly welcome engagement with  
IGS staff, students and parents and carers.  
The wider community of IGS alumni, 
friends, supporters and ambassadors  
has also been a valued part of the 
consultation process.

We are delighted to witness and be part of this unique  
School growing from strength to strength, as together our 
school community explores and examines what can be 
achieved together.

When the new strategic plan is presented by the Principal at 
Speech Night in December, we expect the initiatives within 
it to excite and inspire our school community as we look 
beyond the pandemic with a sense of optimism for the future. 

Playing out over the following five years, these initiatives 
will be a living expression of the IGS motto, Unity Through 
Diversity.

Dr Marie Leech 
Board Chair

This is a particularly exciting time for IGS as we develop the School’s next 
strategic plan.
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BEAUTIFUL WORK: 
EARLY LEARNERS 
LEAD THE WAY FOR 
NEWCOMERS

EARLY LEARNING

IGS Early Learning Educators reflected on the wonderful way our returning 
students welcomed and included newcomers.

IGS Head of School Early Learning Sarah Herbert said it was a joy 
to watch the children take on leader roles, show initiative and share 
play resources as we commenced 2021.

Early Childhood Teacher Victoria Kirkwood said the children 
returning to IGS arrived with smiles, ready to see their friends and 
continue their learning experiences.

“They have grown in confidence and took the 
new children under their wings as they showed 
them around the Centre,” Victoria said.

“It’s wonderful to see some siblings play together. The children  
are taking great responsibility caring for the new members of the 
IGS community and we have enjoyed welcoming new children.”

New children commenced in the Centre in small groups, over 
several days. This enabled teachers and educators to provide 
personalised attention to children and communication with families.

1.

BEAUTIFUL WORK: 
EARLY LEARNERS 
LEAD THE WAY FOR 
NEWCOMERS

2.
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3.

BEAUTIFUL WORK: MUSICAL 
CONCEPTS IN EARLY LEARNING
Early Childhood Teacher Miriam Jones has worked on a very 
special creative project with the children, stemming from their 
interest in sharks.

“The children developed lyrics to a song, created illustrations, 
learnt about musical concepts, recording and lots more,” 
Miriam said.

“Early on in Term 1, I could see that a number of children had a 
strong interest in sharks and sea creatures. As a way of getting 
to know the children, I asked whether they would like to write 
a song about sharks. They were eager, so we sat down with 
pen and paper, and workshopped what we might want to say 
about sharks.

“I asked some questions to prompt children’s thinking, like ‘what 
do sharks look like?’ and ‘what do sharks eat?’ The children 
didn’t need much prompting, and soon a dramatic narrative of 
a shark who wants to go to America emerged.”

Over nine weeks the children edited the lyrics, drew images, 
learnt how to use iMovie, recorded and reviewed multiple 
versions of the song, discussed dynamics, vocal warm-ups and 
articulation, and finally shared it with their families.

“It was a sustained and endlessly creative effort from the 
children, and the song became a link between our two-day and 
three-day cohorts, a strange kind of class anthem! I can’t wait 
to see what we might create next.”

3.

READING, SET, GO!

Our youngest learners in Early Learning have 

enjoyed challenging themselves to read.

Children in Early Learning Gold have been reading non-
fiction books to extend their learning in interest areas.

“Children made machines and inventions,” Head of School 
Early Learning Sarah Herbert said. “Staff added a book 
about tools and one called How Things Work by David 
Macaulay and Neil Ardley to the inventors’ table. 

“Throughout Term 1, the children learnt about plants  
and nature. We supported this deep learning project 
through both fiction and non-fiction texts. The non-
fiction photographic book about sunflowers helped 
create a direct link to the real sunflowers the children 
were observing.”

Children in Early Learning Red enjoyed reading a fiction 
story that explores gender identity called My Shadow is 
Pink by Scott Stuart. 

“The book was a springboard for class discussions about 
everyone’s unique interests and personalities, and all the 
different ways to be boys, girls and other genders. They 
have also been reading books about sea creatures which 
relates to their in-depth project creating a collaborative 
song,” Sarah said.

“Research has shown that children whose parents read to 
them when they are young learn to speak, read and write 
more easily.

“Reading and storytelling help children 
learn about sounds, words and language 
and over time the value and joy of 
books! Further, reading together in a 
regular routine, for example at bedtime, 
is a lovely opportunity to connect 
together with a special one on one time.”

Australian writer of children’s books and an educationalist 
specialising in literacy, Mem Fox, advocates reading with 
children for 10 minutes a day, which roughly equals three 
books a day.

The children have also been enjoying exploring books  
in diverse languages in their classrooms and in the new 
IGS Bibliothèque.

Many Early Learning families have taken on the inaugural 
IGS Principal’s Reading Challenge.

Photos:

1. Luciano Visalli

2. Valentina and Valeria Tajvidi

3. Riley Hammond
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EARLY LEARNERS 
EXPLORE INDIGENOUS 
CULTURE, FLORA 
AND FAUNA

EARLY LEARNING

1.

EARLY LEARNERS 
EXPLORE INDIGENOUS 
CULTURE, FLORA  
AND FAUNA

Earlier in 2021, the Early Learning Centre began a long term project called 
“Language for Belonging”.

The project aims to develop Indigenous totem names for 
our classes through a process of authentic research in close 
connection with the local Indigenous community. 

The totem names will be based around the existing totem 
system in the High School.

“We began researching some of the animals that live on Gadigal 
land and fly through the air,” Early Childhood Teacher and 
Educational Leader, Victoria Kirkwood said.

“We want to learn about our Indigenous culture, flora and fauna. 

“One of the eight Aboriginal Ways of Learning is through Land 
Links, connecting with nature.

“We are fortunate to have discovered a 
currawong building a nest outside our 
window in Early Learning.

“Through careful observation, the children identified the 
difference between different birds such as currawongs  
and magpies.

“They discovered the life cycle of birds, and they now watch the 
parent sit on the nest.”

Victoria said the children look forward to 
listening to the different bird calls. Early 
Learner Niv recently drew a nest with 
yellow eggs inside.

“The children have been noticing the change of seasons. The 
D’harawal climate cycle has six seasons. We are now in the 
season of Ngoonungi; cool, getting warmer,” Victoria said.

“The children and families at home have been joining in the 
research, too, observing the seasons, finding birds and 
representing their ideas through creativity and drawing.

“We make connections between different lands we live on and 
the languages spoken. Indigenous ways of learning include 
strong family connections.
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3.

Photos:

1. Niv Mostaghim

2. George Gerofi

3. Hugo Wen Lee

3.

2.

CHILDREN IN EARLY LEARNING 
EXPLORED THE CONCEPT OF 'LOVE' 
IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES.

Students asked the questions “What colour is love?” 

and “What does love look like?”

Their questions were prompted by a book they read earlier in 
2021, Love from the Crayons, by Drew Daywalt and illustrated 
by Oliver Jeffers.

“It became one student's favourite book,” Early Childhood 
Teacher Victoria Kirkwood said.

Early Learner George constructed his own copy of the book, 
and even spelt love without any prompting.

“George brought his homemade book to school and read it 
aloud to the class group in English,” said Victoria.

“This inspired others to recreate the story. 
We created a writers’ table with the story 
book as a prompt, pencils sorted into the 
colours of the rainbow and paper books. 
We often talk about authors, illustrators, 
the book cover, pictures and words.

“Through repetition of key phrases the children became 
confident in the pattern of text. They explored telling their 
own version of the story and began to connect that they knew 
some of the colours in other languages.

“Another student became inspired to tell her story in French, 
and the children took turns reading their books to each other.

“They demonstrated their knowledge of their chosen language. 
Some children confidently spoke sentences. ‘L’amour en rouge.’ 
Others spoke single words, labelling the colours, ’gelb, rot, 
grün.’

“Some children were engaged in translanguaging - the 
mixing of two languages to demonstrate their consistent 
understanding and emerging vocabulary. ‘Love is 緑 (Midori).’

“These experiences are so valuable as children engage in 
demonstrating their knowledge and skills and transferring 
them to different contexts.”

Victoria added that embedding the use of languages in all 
aspects of the classroom consolidates their learning.

“The children can move freely through the phases of language 
acquisition; listening, understanding and expressing their 
thoughts and ideas in multiple ways.”

“The children have been learning why totems are important. 
The children demonstrate emerging ideas about our reciprocal 
role in caring for the land and respectfully using the resources 
the land provides us.”

Early Learning will continue to create connections with 
the land, art and culture and involve the local Indigenous 
community members and artists.
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As part of Kindergarten’s Healthy Mind, Body and Heart integrated topic in 
Term 2, Kindy Blue have been exploring their feelings.

Students were shown the Zone of Regulation, and discussed 
where some of their emotions fall within the zone.

Their teachers then introduced the topic of Mindfulness.

“I explained what mindfulness is to students and opened 
the discussion up to what they thought it was as well,” said 
Kindergarten teacher Christie Osmond.

“Mindfulness means paying full attention to something, 
slowing down to really notice what you’re doing and how you 
are feeling.”

In the lesson, Christie referred to the Stop, Think, Breathe 
exercise from the students’ Term 1 Drama incursion.

“Mindfulness helps us to focus, stay calm, 
slow down, listen and feel happier and enjoy 
things,” she said.

“Sometimes our emotions can be overwhelmingly powerful. 
They are a normal part of life.”

Students watched the Dojo clip Mojo Meets the Beast, 
discussed it and created a drawing about a time when their 

“beast” came out, adding a sentence about what happened and 
the emotion they experienced.

2.

HEALTHY HEARTS  
AND MINDS

PRIMARY SCHOOL

1.

HEALTHY HEARTS  
AND MINDS
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COMPUTATIONAL THINKERS EXCEL

In Term 1 students in Years 4 to 6 participated in the 

Bebras Challenge, a challenge the junior school has 

been entering since 2017.

Bebras is an International Student Computational Thinking 
Challenge run by CSIRO Education and Outreach through 
the Digital Careers program.

The goal is to promote Computational Thinking to 
students in a way that highlights student ability beyond 
Science or Maths skills.

Primary Digital Innovator David Smith 
said, “The students worked extremely 
well in small groups from Years 4 to 6 
in completing the set challenges. The 
discussion generated in trying to solve 
each problem was terrific to observe as  
an educator.”

Congratulations to the following students who achieved  
High Distinctions. 

Year 4

Leo Cunanan, Bennett Fellowes, Heidi Ineichen,  
Laura Pettigrew, Miranda Heeney, Ava Apostolopoulos, 
Kallarah Marr, Kinga Watts, Jude Menzies, Oliver Chin 
Moody, Thomas Lovatt, and Edwin Yang

Year 5

James Debenham, Angelique Grasso, Nicolas Klug,  
Audrey Leblond, Marla Glasdam and Lucia Mitsis

Year 6

Kiera Hobbs, Odessa Hamilton, Maxwell Hrovat and  
Max Nemlich

Photos:

1. Ava Baker of Kindergarten Blue

2. Harvey Prana of Kindergarten Blue

3. Ingrid Lee and Amelia Oliva Cave

4. Students Audrey Leblond, Lucia Mitsis, Marla Glasdam, 
James Debenham and Nicolas Klug receive awards for Bebras 
competition

3.

AN UN-BELIEVABLE EXPERIENCE

Over two days, Year 6 students tested their debating skills 

at the Model UN Workshop run by UN Youth Australia.

During the interactive experience, the students were asked to  
step into the shoes of top diplomats to represent their country  
in debate sessions.

Students were challenged to expand their knowledge on a  
range of important international issues using their research,  
public speaking, and negotiation skills.

“The highlight of the workshop was the actual debate,  
where our students exceeded the facilitator’s expectations,”  
said Head of Primary Studies and Year 6 Red Teacher  
Michelle Sullivan.

“We were astounded by the level of knowledge, contribution  
and language of our Year 6 cohort.”

4.

DEBATING IN VIRTUAL PARLIAMENT

Year 6 students and teachers recently participated in an 

exciting virtual reality (VR) experience of Parliament.

“The Democracy unit for Year 6, which is heavily centered around 
government and how it works, with a focus on persuasive 
writing, has led to an exciting digital integration pilot with the 
company PIEX,” Primary Digital Innovator David Smith said.

“PIEX has been working with IGS over the years with STEAM 
based clubs both during vacation care and after school.”

Students were asked to create a virtual parliament, and engage 
in a parliamentary debate, working in pairs to brainstorm and 
write out their points.

“Students have gained knowledge through 
an authentic cross-curriculum program 
with coding and sequencing commands for 
people and embedded audio to listen to their 
debate in a virtual world,” David said.

“I was amazed at how adept the students were in sequencing 
their coding to play out in virtual worlds. This activity has 
significantly enhanced the unit on democracy with high and 
digital programming skills for these students.”
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CULTURAL INCURSION EXCITES

Year 6 participated in a Taikoz 
Japanese cultural incursion 
on 8 June that saw students 
immersed in movement, 
drumming and art.

The incursion was facilitated by Taikoz, in collaboration 
with our Music and Language Departments.

The event was designed to actively immerse students in 
movement, drumming and craft workshops. The program 
integrated syllabus outcomes from several KLAs.

“This was an exciting opportunity to engage our Year 6 
cohort in a range of stimulating hands on experiences 
that reinforce our IGS values of diversity, authenticity 
and connectedness,” IGS Head of Primary Music Nikolas 
Glass said.

1.

3.

2.
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THE YEAR 6 CENTRE OPENS!

With innovative open spaces and 
beautiful pops of colour, the Year 6  
Centre on Level 5 of the Reg St 
Leon building opened its doors to 
our Primary School students. 

Since its opening in February, the flexible teaching and 
learning spaces within the Centre have been used by Year 6 
students, After Care and Vacation Care alike for an array of 
exciting opportunities. 

In this newly revitalised space students have enjoyed 
experiences including the Taikoz Japanese cultural incursion 
and a workshop with Indigenous Artist Bianca Caldwell. 

We look forward to seeing how our students use this  
modern space!

4.

Photos:

1, 2 and 3. Year 6 students immersed themselves in movement and drumming

4. The colourful common area of the Year 6 Centre

5. Year 4 student Oliver Chin Moody poses for photo ahead of the Nexus Global Children’s summit

YEAR 4 STUDENT GOES GLOBAL

Congratulations to Oliver Chin 
Moody who took part in the 
Nexus Global Children’s Summit.

Oliver prepared a one and a half minute speech about 
diversity to an international audience of teachers, parents 
and other students from countries as diverse as Malaysia, 
UAE, Netherlands, Vietnam, India, Turkey, Poland and 
many more.

Special thanks to IGS Teacher Teresa Bertoli for helping  
to organise this fantastic opportunity.

5.
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1.

3.

2.

VIRTUAL BOOK WEEK PARADE  
A COLOURFUL JOY

Many IGS classes celebrated  
Book Week safely at home due  
to COVID restrictions.

Despite being off-campus, students at IGS kept the joy of 
reading alive during our virtual Book Week.

Students had a chance to dress-up as their favourite book 
character in a virtual book parade on Wednesday 25 August, 
as well as an opportunity to participate in various activities 
ranging from performances and author talks, to writing tasks 
and design challenges.

“Students were encouraged to talk about their character  
and their favourite books,” Deputy Head of Primary School 
Josie Nardella said.

“They had a variety of book related activities they could 
choose to do all week. They even had a surprise Zoom call 
with Professor McGonagall, (aka Ms Nardella).

Maxwell devised a ‘Dog Man’ afternoon for his class, reading 
Dog Man books, followed by a match of the ‘Dog Man’  
board game.

Sophia dressed as Pearl the Proper Unicorn, while Edward 
dressed as The Lion King.

Maya chose to dress up as Harry Potter, and said she likes  
the Book, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, because 
it’s full of adventure.

“I like the time turner, and I like the 
Hippogriff, Buckbeak. I think it’s a great 
book and I think anyone aged between  
7 and 9 should read it,” Maya said.

Harper chose the book Armstrong: The Adventurous Journey 
of a Mouse to the Moon.

“I am wearing a suit like Moon Mouse. He is so small and brave. 
My favourite astronaut is Peggy Whitson because she has 
spent 655 days in space,” Harper said.
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Photos:

1. Maya Haysom-McDowell

2. Albert Reed

3. Arkie Hamilton

4. Primary students reading in the Bibliothèque

5. Tailtiu and Taliesin Keane, Phoebe Allen

PRINCIPAL’S READING  
CHALLENGE INSPIRES

An exciting new initiative begun at IGS, the Principal’s 

Reading Challenge.

Students were encouraged to read a diverse range of texts 
across a variety of genres.

Students set their own individual reading goals to enable them 
to achieve their personal best. 

“This will ensure that all of our readers, from those who are 
just starting on their reading journey through to our reading 
superstars, are challenged at the appropriate level,” Director  
of Bibliothèque Jenny Williams said.

“We feel that this focus on variety, as well 
as personal achievement, is what sets 
our challenge apart from challenges like 
the Premier’s Reading Challenge which 
focuses on the quantity of books read.”

There were a number of incentives along the way, including 
bookmarks, ice blocks and certificates for those who achieve 
their personal reading goal.

IGS Principal Shauna Colnan will give a special literature award 
to those students who complete the entire challenge.

“I am so excited about this new initiative from our amazing 
Bibliothèque staff,” Principal Shauna Colnan told students in  
a video.

“They have come up with this fantastic idea and I just love that 
we are going to be celebrating reading even more than we 
normally do at IGS. 

“When I walk around the School seeing people carrying big, 
thick books, I ask them what they’re reading.

“It’s so wonderful to know reading is treasured as it is at IGS.

“My very first experience of reading was being read to. I was 
about three, and my sister who was seven read the Anne of 
Green Gables series to me. I remember being transported to 
another place and time.

“I knew then you had this amazing opportunity when you read 
a book, to go to incredible places, far beyond where you are.”

4.

IGS GOES YELLOW FOR 
RECONCILIATION WEEK

Students and staff proudly wore yellow to mark 

National Reconciliation Week and sorry day.

“Aboriginal people were treated very badly not that long 
ago,” said Paige Neumann of Year 6.

“We are saying sorry to them.”

5.
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Photos:

1. Beautiful Work by Year 7 Visual Arts student Gretel Deutsch

2. The Strawberry by Alice Moss Ractliffe

3. The pink grapefruit by Samara Basili-Klopfer

4. The Dragonfruit by Angelo Eroglu

5. The limes by Alexandra Oppen

BEAUTIFUL WORK: 
STILL LIFE

HIGH SCHOOL

The historical traditions of Still Life 
are flourishing in Year 7 Visual Arts.

Students called on their Beautiful Work ethic to create bold 
and succulent examples of fresh produce. 

The Still Life unit gave our Year 7 artists an introduction to 
basic technical drawing skills and explores detailed use of 
colour and tonal shading.

All classes have looked at real items of fresh produce to 
inspire their artmaking, with the side effect of promoting an 
appreciation of the diverse range of fruit and vegetables.

Composition and colour were key components of the students’ 
exploration, with Year 7 refining detail in each lesson.

“It’s lovely to see how the students have pushed themselves 
creatively in this unit,” said Art Teacher Amy Robinson.

“They are starting to show the makings of real artists and 
now understand what it means to have a genuine artmaking 
practice.”

1.

BEAUTIFUL WORK: 
STILL LIFE

2.

4.

3.

5.
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3.

Photos:

6. Henry Egan, Oliver Hale, Daniel Orlay and Jack Scott-Hickie  
join students in the celebration of ArtsFest

7. Isabel Whitaker, Meg Wrigley and Mischa Belunek

8. Amali Parcsi and Molly Maloney 

9. Annabel Johnson, Eve Moss Ractliffe, Eleanor Sharwood and 
Zoe Shearer

ARTSFEST ENTERTAINS AND INSPIRES

Students and staff took a trip back to the 2000s at the 

annual ArtsFest.

ArtsFest is one of the most exciting days on the School 
calendar and the 2021 event did not disappoint.

2021 marks the 20th anniversary of the event, and the theme 
this year was “Y2K, 2000 to 2009”.

The Arts Festival is the culmination of many weeks of 
preparation in the areas of art, drama, photography, film, 
writing, music and dance. 

Year groups and tutor groups prepared entries across a range 
of categories, creating costumes, videos and acts reminiscent 
of the 2000s.

“The day showcased the tremendous  
House spirit that exists at IGS and the 
immense talents of the student body,” said 
Deputy Principal Students and Campus  
Life Mary Duma.

9.

6.

7.

8.
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BEAUTIFUL WORK: YOUNG ARTIST EXPLORES HOMELESSNESS

Congratulations to Francesca Harrison of Year 11, whose photograph "Homeless" was shortlisted for the 2021 Mosman 

Youth Art Prize. 

The Art Prize exhibition featured the diverse talents of the 
country’s young, aspiring and emerging artists and offered 
them the opportunity to exhibit their work in a public art 
gallery.

Young artists aged between 12 to 21 were invited to submit 
artworks in a variety of media including: painting, sculpture, 
drawing, printmaking, video, photography and ceramics to win 
cash prizes, scholarships and art materials.

Francesca’s entry Homeless is beautiful and haunting work, 
which originally formed part of a larger series exploring local 
urban environments. 

“I believe the image Homeless explores a number of important 
social and environmental themes, such as: reuse, recycling and 
repurposing,” she said.

Francesca said she hopes her work will urge people to 
question their attitude to the “circular economy displacement, 
neglect and homelessness in our cities – and ownership, 
possession and dispossession of our urban environment”

Francesca was shortlisted among a selection of Sydney’s finest 
young artists.

PASSIONATE FROM A YOUNG AGE
“I have been interested in photography since early Primary 
School, however have been more actively experimenting with 
my photography since I got a smartphone when I was 10,” 
Francesca said.

“I then took the opportunity to translate my smartphone 
photography to more serious camera equipment a couple of 
years later, in around Year 7 or 8.

“Starting this way means that my photographic technique, even 
on a ‘proper’ camera, is that I tend to experiment with fixed 
focal lengths and no zoom. This forces me to focus on the 
composition of my shots much more. It’s something I love to do.”

Her image Homeless resulted after foraging for unwanted 
furniture and homewares in February 2021.

“For my study on the Visual Culture of the 
City, I paid close attention to the discarded 
furniture and homewares that pepper the 
streets I travel on my walks. I took photos 
and in particular, debated the provenance 
of these items. Some were clearly broken, 
whether it was because they were loved 
or unloved wasn’t always clear; however 
many were intact but no longer wanted,” 
she said.

“My process involved researching ‘before the beginning’. Could 
I find furniture and claim it before it was discarded? What can 
I learn about its origin? I searched social media groups, replied 
to advertisements, sifted through deceased estates. Pieces 
needed to be free to a good home.

“I selected some favoured items; two couches, some side tables, 
a lamp, a rug, some Fine China and some books.

“My installation involved placing the foraged items to create 
a scene. I was looking to create a ‘room’ outside, in the 
inner city. Most of all I was celebrating the foraged items by 
bringing them together, composed and arranged neatly, as if 
in someone’s lounge room. This sourcing process, curation and 
placement, is at odds with the ephemeral discards we often 
see on street corners.”

Francesca said she is pleased to be shortlisted in the exhibition 
for the 2021 Mosman Youth Art Prize.

“It gives me an opportunity to understand other people’s art 
practice, the issues they are exploring and the processes they 
follow. I think this will provide new sources of inspiration and 
help to strengthen my own artist practice,” she said.

Francesca said photography will always be an important part 
of her creative expression.
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BEAUTIFUL WORK: YOUNG CREATIVES 
EXPLORE CLAY MAKING

Year 9 students have enjoyed creating Beautiful Work in 

Visual Arts.

Guided by their Teachers Sophie Lampert and Amy Robinson, 
Year 9 Visual Arts students worked diligently on their 
beautifully detailed canopic jars.

“Year 9 have designed their own canopic jars whilst learning 
about clay construction techniques and decorative ceramic 
adornment,” said Director of Art and Design Drew Bickford.

“Each work is unique and personalised to 
an individual ceramic design. Year 9 will 
fire and glaze their creations to complete 
these stunning works.

“These ceramic vessels were used by the ancient Egyptians 
during the mummification process to store and preserve the 
viscera of their owner for the afterlife. They were commonly 
either carved from limestone or were made of pottery.” 

HANDS ON BEAUTIFUL WORK

The Design and Technology rooms were buzzing 

with excitement and productivity in Term 2.

In Year 7, students completed their “feltster” toys, sewn 
from pieces of felt.

Year 10 Textiles and Design students created duffle bags.

“The patterns are based on different cultural, historical and 
contemporary inspirations, from New Zealand flora,  
to graffiti culture, to Gucci chains, and even the students’ 
favourite music bands,” Textiles and Design Teacher 
Ksenija Doic said.

Year 11 Textiles and Design students 
completed a “Pleats Please” project, and 
Year 12 Textiles and Design have been 
working on their major textiles projects.

Year 8 made dragster cars, Year 9 made Zaishu stools and 
Year 10 created vintage style clocks.

In Mark Devine’s Woodwork class, Year 7 completed their 
timber jewellery boxes.

What students had to say about the projects:

Tilly: Overall Design and Technology has been really fun 
and I really enjoyed it. I loved making my box and using 
the woodwork tools was amazing. The laser cutter and 
disk sander were my favourites. The entire process could 
be a bit repetitive and tiring but with a bit of grit and 
determination we managed.

Coco: I really enjoyed Term 2. I never thought I would 
like doing woodwork but I was completely wrong. I 
am so happy IGS and Mr Devine gave us this amazing 
opportunity to try something new.

Kyote: I enjoyed using all the fun tools such the electric 
sander, the laser cutter and the disk sander.

Elyse: I thoroughly enjoyed constructing a jewellery box. 
My favourite part definitely was using the electric sander. 
Creating the electric storage unit and jewellery box with 
my friends will always be one of the most memorable 
parts of Year 7.

Margot: It was a lot of fun cutting, glueing, sanding, 
sanding, sanding and then sanding again. 

Zoe: I enjoyed it because of all the new tools we got to  
use and the experience I got that I couldn’t get in any 
other subject.

Photos:

1. Beautiful Work by Year 11 student Francesca Harrison

2. Arky Tibbetts

3. Sia Bebawi and Gemma Barker-Tomkins
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AMAZING GRACE AWARDED

IGS Head Girl Grace Truman has taken out an 

international award for her acting in her series Graceful, 

Amazing Grace. 

The series was acknowledged and awarded at the London 
International Web Festival – Best Series and Grace was 
awarded Best Female Performance.

“We cannot thank IGS enough for all their 
support with our production,” her mother 
Julie Money said.

Some of the series was filmed in the IGS Bibliothèque during 
school holidays.

We also congratulate Grace on being selected to take part  
in the International Science School at the University of 
Sydney and on IGS Head Girl Grace Truman being awarded 
a rare Youth Community Service Award from Her Excellency 
the Honourable Margaret Beazley AC QC Governor of  
New South Wales.

GIRLS’ MATHS MENTORING CLUB

IGS Head Girl and STEM Leader Grace Truman has 

launched a Girls' Maths Mentoring Club with a goal of 

helping girls build their confidence in Maths.

The club is run by Year 10 students for younger female 
students in Years 7, 8 and 9.

Mentors Harriet Tonkin and Fatimah Beydoun have enjoyed 
helping other students succeed in Maths and providing 
insights into how to do well in Maths. 

Photos:

1. Grace Truman behind the scenes of her series Graceful,  
Amazing Grace

2. Finn Walsh receiving an award for his efforts in the ASX Stock 
Exchange Competition

FINN WALSH EXCELS IN THE  
ASX COMPETITION

Congratulations to Year 9 student Finn Walsh who was 

recognised for his efforts in the ASX Stock Exchange at 

the end of Term 2 High School Assembly.

Head of Sustainability and Commerce teacher Mr Carmelo 
Fedele was invited to the stage to present the ASX Stock 
Exchange Award to Finn who finished first in New South Wales 
and third in Australia in the competition.

“The ASX online competition is a national competition involving 
students from all over Australia. They are given $50,000 
in virtual money to invest on the ASX in any company they 
choose over a ten-week period. This year we had our very best 
result,” said Mr Fedele.

Well done Finn!

“The mentors have been helping students 
with homework, study and helping to answer 
any Maths related questions they might 
have,” Grace said.

“The club provides a space where students can come for one-
on-one support with Maths. By tackling Maths questions with 
the support of the Year 10 mentors, club members are working 
through and overcoming whatever they are finding challenging 
in Maths.”

1.

2.
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LETTERS TO SPAIN

Students in Years 9 to 11 have been writing letters to 

students in Spain as part of a special virtual exchange.

“As for many other events, our bi-annual exchange to Spain 
scheduled for 2020 had to be postponed,” said IGS Languages 
Teacher Teresa Alonso-Lasheras.

“Talking to our sister school in Madrid, Ceu Monteprincipe, we 
decided to go ahead with the exchange in epistolary form. 

“The silver lining of this new setting was that 
all students could participate. Students of 
Spanish from Years 9 to 11 have been writing 
letters and recently received their reply 
letters. IGS students write in Spanish and the 
Spanish students write to them in English.

“Watching the excitement of our students when they received 
their letters from Spain was quite moving.

“In the letters, the Spanish students conveyed their excitement 
to be part of this virtual exchange.

“Through the letters they learnt to what extent life in Spain has 
been turned upside down due to COVID.”

Photos:

3. The IGS Bibliothèque transformed into a “book tasting” 
experience

4. Karina Goldsworthy and Amelia Maresh

5. Aleksandr Kozanic and Sebastian Machin

BIBLIOTHÈQUE’S FEAST OF READING

Year 7 English students were treated to a delicious 

Bibliothèque "book tasting" experience.

“Students were invited to take a seat at the bibliographic 
table, and sample some of the many literary dishes that the 
Bibliothèque has on offer,” Assistant Director Bibliothèque 
Patrice Marchbank said.

“With the lights dimmed, the (LED) candles 
lit and soft jazz music playing, students 
noted what they did or did not enjoy about 
each of the books they had the opportunity 
to ‘taste’.

“If they enjoyed the experience, they were invited to sample 
more of the text by borrowing it to take home.

“Research has demonstrated that reading for recreation has 
numerous academic and wellbeing benefits for students, yet 
often falls by the wayside in high school years.”

Bibliothèque and English Department staff will continue to 
nurture in students “a lifelong love of the smorgasbord of texts 
available to them”.

3.

4.

5.
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IGS Deputy Principal Academic Operations Lisa Kelliher said 
the event “fit so beautifully into our School values” of diversity, 
connectedness, personal achievement, authenticity and 
vibrancy.

“The diversity of the participants and their perspectives was 
inspiring, and their global outlook certainly implied enormous 
hope for the future,” Lisa said.

“It was truly amazing to see them all come 
together to discuss the global impact of 
COVID-19, mental health initiatives, climate 
change and the environment, First Nations 
people, and human rights. A panel of 
fascinating speakers addressed the forum.

“The quality of the model UN debates from these young people 
was extraordinary.”

Year 11 student Madiba said the Conference was a great 
opportunity to develop leadership skills “in an environment 
where everyone was very dedicated and passionate”.

“I had such a fantastic time and got to meet so many brilliant 
and impressive people who all genuinely care for the future of 
our planet,” Madiba said.

“Sometimes the future of our planet can seem quite melancholy 
and gloomy but then you meet the leaders of the future, and 
you’re suddenly reassured that our future is in good hands. 

“It was extremely inspiring to spend the weekend in the 
company of both such talented and helpful staff, but also the 
incredible students from all around NSW who I had the honour 
of working with. I look forward to future UN events and hope to 
bring the skills that I developed into the IGS community.”

Fellow IGS student Ruby Dragicevic said a highlight was the 
State Conference debates.

“On Day 2, we had two of these debates, where we discussed 
different resolutions, debating whether we should change them, 
add to them or strike them altogether,” Ruby said.

“I loved hearing the opinions and reasonings of the different 
students from all across the State. I believe hearing these 
creative opinions is what helped me learn the most.”

Jack Scott-Hickie said he particularly enjoyed the Model UN 
Debate where he represented Malawi.

“I took great pleasure in making friends  
and alliances with other people representing 
different countries and forming peculiar 
alliances, such as my alliance between 
Malawi, New Zealand and Uzbekistan,”  
Jack said.

“It was a load of fun to meet many like-minded kids from other 
schools and I made a lot of new friends over the weekend.”

IGS HOSTS YOUTH 
UN CONFERENCE

HIGH SCHOOL

IGS was delighted to host the Annual NSW Youth UN Conference, with 
student delegates from around Sydney in attendance, including 10 of our own.

1.

IGS HOSTS YOUTH 
UN CONFERENCE
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We also congratulate Madiba who was selected to represent 
NSW in the United Nations National Youth Conference.

“We listened to young leaders from around Australia talk 
about the programs that they’re either a part of or have 
initiated themselves to help make Australian society more 
environmentally driven,” Madiba said.

“It was immensely inspiring and empowering 
to see people close to my age making an 
actual difference in our society and seeing 
their personal qualities which make them 
such influential leaders.

“We had several debates and workshops where we learnt 
about and discussed the varying impacts of climate change 
on different nations throughout the world taking close looks 
at unique issues, such as the pros and cons around creating 
artificial islands for island nations that are sinking due to 
climate change.”

We congratulate the following IGS students who represented 
the School at the event:

Harriet Ryder

Zahra Moloobhoy 

Ruby Dragicevic

Finn Barker-Tomkins

Madiba Doyle-Lambert

Jack Scott-Hickie

Oliver Hale

Leonardo Martinez

Katya Slavin

Charlotte Waley

BIOPHYSICAL INTERACTIONS

Year 11 Geography recently enjoyed an excursion along 

each beach of the Bondi to Coogee walk, where they 

learned about biophysical interactions.

“Students analysed and compared the wind, waves, sand, 
human impacts and the flora and fauna,” Assistant Head of 
Humanities Danielle Wong said.

“Students are also looking at sustainability and the interactions 
between, and the human impacts on, the functioning of the 
atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and biosphere.”

Photos:

1. Charlotte Waley, Katya Slavin, Jack Scott-Hickie, Madiba Doyle-
Lambert, Harriet Ryder, Zahra Moloobhoy, Ruby Dragicevic,  
Finn Barker-Tomkins

2. Year 11 Geography students explore biophysical interactions 
along the Bondi to Coogee Walk

3. Matthew Chen, Sacha de Rosnay, Amelia Whitaker, Sia Bebawi 
and Neve Wilding

4. Stem Leader Grace Truman

OUT OF THIS WORLD

Year 9 Science students have been exploring space 

research technology as part of their Term 1 Assessment 

Task.

Students were tasked with selecting an example of space 
exploration technology and turning their research into an 
informative A2 poster.

IGS Head of Science Liz Turner said the task gave students 
freedom, and many students enjoyed investigating their topics 
in great depth.

Sacha of Year 9 investigated the Curiosity Rover.

“I felt in charge of my project and enjoyed 
this assessment task,” Sacha said.

IGS Head Girl and Science student Grace Truman said how 
excited she was to see Year 9 Science students “engaging 
with the extraordinary technologies at one of the frontiers of 
scientific discovery, and following and developing their own 
interests in STEM”.

“With the recent landing of the Perseverance Rover on Mars, 
learning about space exploration is more topical than ever,” 
Grace said.

4.

2.

3.
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GRACE HONOURED BY NSW GOVERNOR 

IGS Head Girl Grace Truman received a rare Youth Community Service 
Award from Her Excellency the Honourable Margaret Beazley AC QC 
Governor of New South Wales.

“It was an honour for Deputy Principal Mary Duma and I to 
attend the NSW Branch of the Order of Australia Association 
Youth Community Service Awards ceremony to see IGS Head 
Girl Grace Truman take her place as one of 25 outstanding 
recipients,” said IGS Principal Shauna Colnan.

“Her Excellency the Honourable Margaret Beazley AC QC 
Governor of New South Wales acknowledged Grace’s 
extraordinary leadership strengths.”

The Governor commented on the ways in which Grace has 
used STEM and the arts and her many talents so powerfully to 
engage with such a wide range of people in the community.

“Grace, congratulations! We are so proud of you.”

Grace said attending the NSW Branch of the Order of Australia 
Association’s Youth Community Service Awards was an 
incredible honour.

“I am in awe of the work that my fellow 
award recipients have done in areas 
ranging from climate activism to dementia 
advocacy, refugee and asylum seeker 
activism to recognition of Aboriginal 
culture and advocacy for Indigenous 
Australian students. Hearing about 
their selfless acts of service for their 
communities has made me even more 
optimistic about the future,” Grace said.

“Her Excellency the Honourable Margaret Beazley AC QC. 
spoke with each of us award recipients individually and I was 
particularly inspired by her message to us all that great leaders 
are not only proactive in finding solutions for community 
needs, they actively encourage others to lead and be a part of 
the change.

“The ceremony was an afternoon like no other, and I hope that 
I have the chance to meet all the other award recipients in 
person on the other side of COVID.”

IGS warmly congratulates Grace and fellow recipients.

1.

1.
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CRITICAL THINKING  
ENCOURAGES QUESTIONS

Curriculum expansion at IGS has 
continued in recent years, with 
Philosophy introduced into IGS 
High School and being rolled out  
to senior Primary School students.

Complementing Philosophy, the innovative Critical Thinking in 
the 21st Century course, designed for the School by eminent 
historian and educator Dr Bruce Dennett, has received an 

“overwhelmingly positive” response from students, parents 
and teachers.

“The students at IGS are open minded,” said Dr Dennett.

“They are optimistic, they are critical, and they respond  
to challenges.” 

The course, for students in Years 9 and 10, allows them to 
question real world events and explore how they are portrayed. 

“There is anecdotal evidence from teachers 
in the School who can tell which kids 
are studying the course. The feedback is 
that they are more switched on, and ask 
excellent questions.”

He said students were “exceptional” throughout COVID-19 
and remote learning, adding that Zoom allowed him to 
converse with more quiet students in groups of two to three, 
and explore their reasoning.

“One parent said the lessons gave their child a reason to jump 
onto Zoom,” Dr Dennett said. Others said “they wish they had 
the chance to do the same thing”.

“My intuition is that it will make a difference when they hit 
Years 11 and 12,” Dr Dennett said.

“Kids want to be heard, but it's not just a matter of listening to 
anything they say. It’s a matter of interrogating what they say 
in a safe environment. Students debate, and it's my job to be 
the ringmaster.”

Dr Dennett encourages students to think slowly and not to 
accept first impressions.

“We look at what is happening all around them and use these 
concepts in class,” Dr Dennett said.

“The very first lesson at IGS was just after the major bushfires 
in Australia and we looked at a whole lot of people who call 
themselves climate skeptics.

“The first thing you have to do there is take a step back 
and analyse what is the motive for the other person in the 
conversation, and it's my job in the classroom to create an 
environment that allows them to express their views, even if 
they are at odds with mine.

“I role play and if I find them all on the 
same page I will either walk around 
the room or spin around in the chair 
and become a different persona and 
make a strong argument for a different 
perspective.”

Dr Dennett is conducting a two-year longitudinal study on 
the effectiveness of the course with Macquarie University.

Photos:

1. Grace Truman

2. Historian and Educator Dr Bruce Dennett

2.
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Following the successful production 
of Grease in 2019, there was 
considerable interest and excitement 
in the community for IGS to stage 
a production that brought together 
students from across the School.

“Matilda the Musical not only provided the opportunity for 
Primary and High School students to perform together, but it 
also offered all the tenants of a show that would resonate with 
IGS students – brilliant songs written by Australian composer 
Tim Minchin, an inspiring narrative about a tenacious, confident, 
imaginative child who is willing to speak up for what’s right,  
and the exciting challenge of working together to create a show 
that would vividly uphold Roald Dahl’s iconic story,” said Head  
of Primary Music and Musical Producer Nik Glass said.

“Knowing our students’ capacity for excellence, the production 
team quickly formed an ambitious vision for a show that pushed 
the limits.

“Looking back it is clear we created so much more than a 
musical. Matilda brought together a group of students that 
learnt to deeply depend on one another. The outcome, in all its 
glory, showcased collaboration and teamwork to such an extent, 
that every cast member shone collectively as a Company. The 
positive impact of this formative experience will no doubt be 
remembered for a lifetime.”

Photos:

1. Tara Wright and Oliver Parry

2, and 3. The Matilda cast

4. Jack Scott-Hickie as Ms Trunchbull addresses children in the 
classroom

2.

3.
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MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING

Acclaimed Sport for Jove founder and Artistic Director Damien Ryan  
worked with our High School students to direct the masterful play,  
Much Ado About Nothing and unlocked the complexity of Shakespeare’s 
early modern comedy.

“Congratulations to everyone involved in the Drama production 
of Much Ado About Nothing. It has been an incredible journey 
of resilience, courage and joy,” Director of Dramatic Arts  
Rita Morabito said.

“Planning, casting and rehearsals began  
in a pre pandemic world. Rehearsals were  
put on hold many times in 2020. 
Throughout the process, our students  
had the privilege of working with Damien 
Ryan, who brought immense expertise, 
integrity and passion for Shakespeare 
into their lives.

“The actors, from Years 9 to 12, performed with confidence  
that can only come from understanding the play and the 
characters’ desires.”

The production is the first to be staged in our newly refurbished 
theatre, which will be known as the Commedia Playhouse.

1.1.

PERFORMING ARTS

SHAKESPEARE IN  
THE NEW IGS 
COMMEDIA PLAYHOUSE
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Photos:

1. Liv Rey Laaksonen, Antigone Marchbank, Gabriel Hannan-Moon

2. Much Ado About Nothing cast

3. Louis Beaumont, Alexander Johnson, Oliver Parry, Aidan Hale and 
Gabriel Hannan-Moon

4. Lucy Gardiner, Annabel Johnson, Eleanor Sharwood, Akasha Hazard, 
Harriet Tonkin and Liv Rey Laaksonen

5. Grace Truman, Antigone Marchbank and Lucien Katada4.

5.
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Photos:

1. The IGS Bibliothèque wins an international award

2. One of the Bibliothèque’s enchanting and flexible learning spaces

EARLY LEARNING CENTRE 
RECOGNISED FOR EXCELLENCE

Congratulations to the IGS Early Learning Centre, 

selected as a finalist for a high-profile education award.

The Excellence in Early Childhood Education Awards provide 
an opportunity for the Early Learning staff to be recognised by 
a panel of independent early learning experts as leaders in the 
early education sector.

“IGS Early Learning is proud to be a finalist in the Multicultural 
Program Excellence category, with our application highlighting 
the multi language and intercultural early education programs 
embedded in the daily curriculum which are and unique to IGS,” 
Head of Early Learning at IGS, Sarah Herbert said.

“Finalists demonstrate outstanding practice including strong 
reflection of the Early Years Learning Framework and National 
Quality Standards.” 

COVID-19 has delayed the awards presentation evening to 
March 2022. We look forward to sharing further news with the 
IGS community in 2022.

BIBLIOTHÈQUE THE BEST

The IGS Bibliothèque has won top place in an Australasian award for 
teaching and learning spaces.

The highly coveted award, from the Australasian Association 
for Learning Environments is in the category of renovation and 
modernisation under $5m.

IGS Principal Shauna Colnan said she was absolutely thrilled 
that the Bibliothèque had been recognised in this way.

“The Bibliothèque is a landmark project of 
the IGS Master Plan which was launched 
with the Strategic Plan at Speech Night 
2016,” said Principal Shauna Colnan.

“Congratulations to BVN Architects for their inspired design 
that captured so beautifully all that we wanted in the 
Bibliothèque. Congratulations and thank you also to Director 
of the Bibliothèque Jenny Williams for her vision in establishing 
an enchanting and flexible learning space that is fostering our 
students' love of books, reading and scholarship. Jenny and her 
team have done a superb job in bringing this vision to life for 
the benefit of our students from Early Learning to Year 12."

“I also want to thank the IGS Board for its unwavering support 
of our vision to transform the campus, and the school 
community for all the ideas shared as we developed our 
aspiration to create once more a whole school library in the 
heart of our campus." 

BVN Principal Phillip Rossington said he was delighted their 
team had been able to meet the IGS brief so successfully.

"The Bibliothèque has been a key project in the reinvention 
of the IGS Campus, an important central amenity bringing all 
cohorts of the community together," Mr Rossington said.  

"The A4LE Award is particularly rewarding as it is an 
acknowledgement that the Bibliothèque is an exemplar of 
contemporary learning spaces." 

"It has been really exciting to watch this dynamic, vibrant space 
come to life over the last 12 months," said Ms Williams.

“The students love it,” Ms Marchbank added. 
“The reading tunnel and pond are particular 
favourites with children of all ages and the 
Max Meyer Reading Room has become a 
calm sanctuary for our Year 12 students”.

2.
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EXCEPTIONAL 
PERFORMANCE  
AT CROSS  
COUNTRY CARNIVAL

PDHPE

A fabulous April day greeted us at Wentworth Park for the Primary and 
High School Cross Country Carnival,” said Head of PDHPE, Sport and 
Outdoor Education Simon Board.

“The participation across both Primary and High School was 
outstanding, with some exceptional performances across all 
age groups.

“Special mention to our fabulous staff and Elective PASS 
students who assisted in marshalling and supporting students 
as they navigated the course.

“The ability to measure each athlete’s run 
via a tracking chip ensured high accuracy 
in combination with the outstanding 
organisation by the amazing PDHPE staff, 
led by Lucy Haynes and Hannah Snooks.

“A huge congratulations to all who placed and to all who were 
selected to represent IGS at the ASISSA and CDSSA carnivals.”

FINAL HOUSE RESULTS BELOW:

1.

EXCEPTIONAL 
PERFORMANCE  
AT CROSS  
COUNTRY CARNIVAL

2.

Primary School

Baado 322

Kuyal 269

Gura 269

Bamal 221

High School

Bamal 1104

Gura 844

Kuyal 838

Baado 750
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Photos:

1. Isabella Langlands and Odessa Hamilton

2. Lili Digweed

3. Primary students take off at the Cross Country Carnival.

4. Otto Cliffe and Oscar Robinson

Please see below a list of our first place achievers across each of the age groups and our final House winners.

4.

3.

High School

Age Group Name

Male 12 Bede Quang

Female 12 Melody Pyke

Male 13 Max French

Female 13 Emilia Williams

Male 14 Micaiah Fleischner

Female 14 Mila Koller

Male 15 Archie Christie-Day

Female 15 Elyse Burke

Male 16 Arlo Fruh

Female 16 Zoe Trenbath

Male 17 Jake Hardiman

Female 17 Frederique Sims

Male 18 Tom Gray

Female 18 Sonia Wustemann

Primary School

Age Group Name Place

Male 8 to 9 Isaac Wood First

Henry Gaertner Second

Yari Humphreys Third

Female 8 to 9 Sienna Vendramin First

Lucinda Saxby Second

Maeve Ruggeri Third

Male 10 Keith Dunn First

Oliver Kranenburg Second

Blake Hobbs Third

Female 10 Lucy Martin First

Anastasia Pole Second

Kinga Watts Third

Male 11 Henrik Freitas Evans First

Hunter Jourdan Second

Ruben Shepard Third

Female 11 Millie Macalister First

Audrey Leblond Second

Claire Han Third

Male 12 Henry Saxby First

Leo Gaussen Second

Dominick Russell Third

Female 12 Ava Roberts First

Elizabeth Walter Second

Dakota Fielding Third
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Photos:

1. 11 Year old champ Claire Han, 12 and over age champ Dakota 
Fielding and 10 and under girls Lucy Martin

2. Tomas Shepard (far right) on the podium at the NSW State 
Cycling Championships

3. Jamison Power, Casey Madon, Maximilian Lauren, Alec Burke,  
Andrew Gillard, Marquis Tropman, Aliya Raab, Mischa Belunek,  
Meg Wrigley, Isabel Whitaker, Maggie Mulherin and Thalia Vogel

ASISSA SWIM CHAMPS

PDHPE AND SPORT

Warmest congratulations to our Primary School ASISSA swim squad who 
brought home gold for IGS.

“Some fantastic results at the All Suburbs Independent School 
Sport Association (ASISSA) Swimming Carnival at Warringah 
Aquatic Centre,” said IGS Head of PDHPE, Sport and Outdoor 
Education Simon Board.

“We had 40 Primary students compete 
across the day and had three students 
become age champions of their respective 
age groups, and numerous personal best 
results achieved.”

Congratulation to our 11 year old, Henry, who placed second, by 
just two points.

“In addition, International Grammar School became ASISSA 
Swimming champions for 2021!

“We are very proud of all our swimmers!”

THREE CHEERS FOR A GREAT 
SWIMMER

Congratulations to Robert Kanaley of Year 12 who 

competed in the NSW Combined Independent Schools 

Secondary Championships on 26 and 27 April.

Robert also competed in the 17 to 19 year old boys’ butterfly 
and backstroke. 

1.

ASISSA SWIM CHAMPS
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NETBALL CHAMPS SHARE VICTORY

Congratulations to our Combined Districts Secondary 

Sports Association (CDSSA) Netball players.

Our Junior girls placed third, Senior Girls placed sixth and the 
Opens Mixed (over 12s) took home gold, placing first. 

Year 12 student Isabel Whitaker, who played in the mixed girls 
team said she enjoyed playing netball with her friends during 
her final year at IGS.

“We played four games and then we won the grand final! It was 
very exciting to win, while having lots of fun,” Isabel said.

“Well done to everyone who went. It was a really fun day and 
I’m super excited the mixed senior team shared a victory,”  
said Maddie.

ALL SMILES AT ASSISA NETBALL

The sun was shining and there was not a cloud in 

the sky for the annual Australian Secondary Schools 

Independent Sport Association (ASSISA) Netball  

Gala Day.

The event took place at Heffron Park on Thursday 29 April.

“Despite the extremely tough competition the students played 
exceptionally well demonstrating consistent determination and 
team spirit,” PDHPE Teacher Hannah Snooks said.

The following students represented IGS: Maya Behi,  
Ava Roberts, Dakota Fielding, Elise Lascar, Millie Macalister,  
Ruby Maloney, Paige Neumann, Odessa Hamilton,  
Daisy Falkiner, Chenelle Carr and Lauren Erling.

“Their support of one another was outstanding.”

Odessa, Dakota, Ruby and Paige made it through to the 
second round on the day of possibles and probables but 
narrowly missed out on being selected for the ASSISA team. 

A huge congratulations to all!

RUBEN AND TOMAS ON 
TRACK FOR SUCCESS

Congratulations to IGS Year 5 student 

Ruben Shepard who was awarded the 

NSW 2020 Under 11 Cyclist of 2021.

Ruben, who is a passionate cyclist, was also 
the 2019 winner.

In the 2020 race, Ruben collected 10 first 
place racing awards in NSW, Victoria, QLD 
and ACT in both track and road cycling on 
top of an impressive early career in the field.

At the recent NSW state championships 
held in Dubbo, Ruben went up an age 
group and raced in the under 13’s and 
collected Silver and two bronze in the 
Under 13 category.

His brother Tomas, of Year 2, also raced his 
first state track event and collected two 
bronze medals.

Congratulations to both Ruben and Tomas.

3.

2.
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PDHPE’S 1000-POINT CHALLENGE A SUCCESS

Following a successful launch in 2020, the IGS 1000-Point Challenge  
was showcased by the Australian Independent Schools Association (AIS)  
as an exemplar model of what can be achieved in Schools during a 
quarantine period.

Head of Professional Services at AIS Jo McLean congratulated 
the PDHPE Department on their whole-school approach 
to physical activity, health, and wellbeing in the 1000-Point 
Challenge.

“I love your 1000 Point Challenge and it has obviously  
captured the imagination of students, parents and staff,”  
Ms McLean said.

“This sits well with the PDHPE propositions 
of valuing movement and taking a strengths-
based approach. Coupled with a focus on 
educative purpose in your Zoom and Canvas 
lessons, your PDHPE students are no doubt 
getting some great learning at a time when 
this has been very challenging.”

The 1000-Point Challenge was introduced again in 2021 
following the COVID lockdown.

The PDHPE Department congratulated all students on their 
efforts to stay active and healthy during the lockdown period.

“The 1000-Point Challenge has been a tremendous opportunity 
for the IGS community to support each other through physical 
activity, skill and well-being activities. From Kindergarten to 
Year 12, students ran, cycled, skipped, ran circuits, juggled toilet 
paper, prepared an amazing array of meals and participated in 
some wellbeing activities such as Yoga, Pilates and meditation 
to mention but a few,” Head of PDHPE, Sport and Outdoor 
Education Simon Board said.

“There is no doubt the COVID lockdown has been a challenge 
for us all, however, IGS responded collectively through a 
festival of activity lifting the spirits of many individuals and the 
IGS community in its entirety.”

In first place was Zahra Laurans-Wall of Year 8, in second 
place was Louisa Price, also from Year 8 and in third place was 
Clementine Tait of Year 4.

1.

PDHPE
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4. Our youngest learners participate in the IGS Race Around 
Australia

5. Year 5 Teacher and Head of Teacher Accreditation Early 
Learning and Primary Teacher Michelle Weir participating in the 
IGS 1000-Point Challenge

RACE AROUND AUSTRALIA
To celebrate the 2021 Olympics, the IGS PDHPE 
Department launched an initiative to run, walk, cycle,  
swim or scoot around Australia.

The goal was to complete a full lap around Australia.

The IGS community collectively completed 11,788kms.

Australian competitive swimmer Kyle Chalmers OAM 
commended the IGS community for the ongoing  
hard work and determination during the IGS Race  
Around Australia.

We thank Kyle for congratulating IGS students.

“All the best, work hard and it’s great that 
you have something to look forward to 
and do outside of school,” he said.

“I wish you all the best and thanks for all the love and 
support during the Olympic games. I hope it was able to 
bring some joy to you guys for a couple of weeks.”

4.

5.
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ENGLISH MAJOR WORKS 

English Extension 2 is the capstone of English study in 
High School, and a shining exemplar of the possibilities of 
project-based learning. A deeply research-driven enterprise 
that allows students independence and autonomy, while 
supporting them with expert advice and mentorship, and 
allowing them to pursue an area of passion. It is not difficult 
to see why English Extension 2 is such a thrilling course. In 
2021, more than 88 per cent of the students who undertook 
English Extension 1 also took English Extension 2, developing, 
over a period of more than 10 months, diverse and arresting 
Major Works in a range of forms, from creative nonfiction to 
podcasts, poetry, scripts and short fiction. 

As you will see from these phenomenal works, there are 
searching and urgent questions about so many wide-ranging 
topics, truly reflecting the creativity and ingenuity of the 
students who undertook the course this year. There are 
works here that investigate the banality of evil, humanity’s 
connection to nature, the destructiveness of ‘cancel culture’, 
the metaphysics of fictional texts, growing up between 
cultures, working through the secrets of family trauma, 
the question of toxic masculinity, the intensity of mother-
daughter relationships, ‘Weird’ fiction, existential meaning  
and purpose, and more. 

My team of teaching colleagues, Ms Colnan, Ms Bolt and I 
commend these works to you, and celebrate the skill,  
tenacity and inventiveness of the amazing 2021 English 
Extension 2 cohort.

Thom Marchbank  
Head of English

AIDAN HALE
“My Major Work Shower Thoughts, 
is a one-act absurdist script that 
evaluates absurdism’s relevance 
and role in the 21st Century, 
examining questioning as a means 
of expanding our understanding of 
existence,” said Aidan.

Aidan said he had an “intense 
resolve to write a play”, cultivated by his interest in 
Shakespeare during the English Advanced course. 

Aidan engaged in an extensive investigation into the  
evolution of existential nihilism across postmodernism  
and metamodernism. 

“I infused the absurdist idea with the 
contemporary pertinence of isolation and 
connectedness, arriving at my refined 
concept where I hope to expose the 
absurdity of loneliness in the 21st century,” 
he said.

CLASS OF 2021 
ENGLISH EXTENSION 2 
MAJOR WORKS
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ALIYA RAAB
“I have always been intrigued by  
the tendency for humans to act 
without reason, to do something 
without an inherent desire to do so, 
as though on autopilot,” said Aliya.

“My screenplay Carousel aims 
to explore the intricacies of 
social conformity as accelerated 

by internet culture and evaluates the nature of free will. 
Increasingly aware of the extent to which cancel culture  
has escalated by the internet, I decided to centre my script  
in a near-future dystopia that rapidly cycles through what 
is “in” and “out”, punishing those who fail to adhere by 

“cancelling” them. 

“My purpose was to illuminate the cycle of conformity, and the 
constant desire for something new that has no beginning nor 
end, as such reflecting the Buddhist concept of samsara. My 
Major Work is targeted towards a contemporary audience, 
specifically those who are aware of or actively partake in 
internet culture. I can imagine Carousel being pitched to 
television production companies such as ABC, Netflix or Stan 
to be developed into an ongoing series, or as a short film in 
festivals such as Tropfest.”

ANYA HAYWOOD
“My Major Work, Translucence, 
expands on the enigmatic nature of 
loss and the afterlife by exploring 
the complexity of bereavement and 
its causal effects on the remedial 
process of closure,” said Anya.

“The purpose of my anthology 
is to offer a non-melodramatic 

vocalisation on the experience of mourning, focusing instead 
towards notions of healing and transformation. While I 
acknowledge this subject matter is sensitive, my Major Work 
is a reflection of my own grief-centred experiences, personal 
perspectives and emotional journey. 

Anya used an intimate poetic voice in her work, and drew 
inspiration from 19th century poetry.

CLARE ROGAN
“My work of short fiction, Inner Peas, 
draws on queer and second wave 
feminist culture of 1980s Canberra 
to tell the (mostly) true story of 
a heist pulled off by my mother’s 
university friends in an ode to 
female friendship and reclaiming 
power,” Clare said.

“My purpose is to commemorate the feat, whilst celebrating 
the second wave feminist movement and its impact on female 
empowerment and friendships. In my short story, I drew on my 
mother’s first-person recount of what it was like to be present, 

albeit as a spectator, as well as from research - which was 
really fun to do - into the culture of the era. 

“It was via these means that I found a 
powerful voice, entwining comedic elements 
with engaging characters, to enhance and 
flesh out my narrative.”

DAVID THOM
“My major work, a poetic triplet, 
Awaken, is an exploration of the 
human psyche and the existence of 
the self in the stages prior to and 
following death,’ said David.

“Inspired primarily by The Tibetan 
Book of the Dead, I examine the 
nature of consciousness, the loss of 

self through separation of the consciousness from the physical 
body and the process of reincarnation. My three-part suite 
begins with The Death followed by The Realization of Reality 
and The Rebirth. 

“I was heavily influenced by Buddhist teachings and 
contemporary psychedelic philosophy, which dictates one’s 
self is not their physical body or a definable object but exists 
as an ever changing state. I have also integrated my own 
interpretation of memory and consciousness, informed by my 
own research. 

“My aim in producing Awaken is to challenge my audience 
offering them a new perspective on concepts of life and 
consciousness evoking a feeling of clarity and wonder.”

ELIOT TOMPKINS
“Critically analysing two short 
stories by Jorge Luis Borges, Pierre 
Menard and The Library of Babel 
has been my version of a love letter 
to the great Argentine writer,”  
said Eliot.

“As an application of post-
structuralist and symbolist theory 

to Borges’ fiction, my Critical Response, Jorge Luis Borges and 
the Fading Light uses labyrinthine and rhizomic metaphors to 
explore Borges’ act of challenging originality, authorship and 
contextual dependence to “create the reader’s infinite paradise.

“I collected diverse sources to synthesise my argument and 
create an essay that is an entry point to academic Borgesian 
criticism while appealing to readers of literary theory. In doing 
so I have been able to greatly develop my understanding of 
Borges through sharing my love and passion for his works with 
these theorists; a playful literary conversation with Variaciones.”
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ESHA PATEL
“With no static home, the passport 
of a country I’d never been to and 
the complexion of a culture I never 
knew, I always found myself stuck 
in identity limbo. With family as my 
only constant, I clung tightly to their 
ideals, ignoring the constant doubt 
that surrounded my perception of 
difference,” said Esha.

“When embarking on the journey of my major work, Deciduous, 
I hoped to explore and appease this doubt that manifests in 
children of all backgrounds through my heteroglossic narrative 
of unconventional poetry. As my Major Work developed, it 
became a mode of encouragement, proving that all journey’s 
lead to self-actualization and displaying what collectivises all 
adolescents: change.

“Through unconventional and narrative poetry, I tackle the 
correlation between one’s personal and cultural identity 
throughout pivotal moments in adolescence, exploring the 
disparate familial arcs of a third culture kid and those with one 
distinct home: Australia. 

“I extended this notion through an aesthetically unorthodox 
formatting, placing the narratives of two individuals’ 
upbringings side by side to visually display how the 
juxtaposing journeys of both characters lead to the same 
inevitability of self-discovery.”

FELIX TONKIN
Understanding Evil is a creative 
nonfiction Major Work that 
investigates the question, what 
drives the ordinary person to evil?

“Evil is a rather strong and dogmatic 
word, but, as I would go on to 
express in my piece, to me some 
acts are so violent, so immoral 

and inhuman, that no other word could manage such an 
unbearable weight. In understanding this word and its latent 
presence in everyday people, I strove towards some answer, 
lesson, or cautionary hope for the reader,” said Felix.

“Studying George Orwell’s 1984 at the 
time, (in the Texts and Human Experiences 
English Advanced Common Module,) I was 
captivated by his ability to weave individuals’ 
experiences into broad, striking insights on 
the human condition.

“The emergent makings of my piece therefore culminated in 
the form of Creative Nonfiction, taking on different voices as 
my search deepened. Such narratorial liberation gave me the 
freedom to be anyone, anywhere, at any time. Through my 
newfound connection to form, I looked to the past, casting  
my net into the hellish depths of history.”

HENRY ANDERSEN
A Wanderer Beyond Dusk, tells the 
story of an undergraduate whose 
future is braided into the present 
in a doubling back of temporal 
ambiguity.

“In doing so, I seek to explore 
the metaphysical strangeness of 
growing up, and growing old, as 

well as to come to grips with the way unresolved Australian 
colonial history remains traumatically present in the 21st 
century,” said Henry.

“As a historically-minded reader I have 
always had a strong attachment to antiquity 
and a fascination for erstwhile eras. In my 
Stage 6 studies, I was particularly drawn 
to the way that literary texts were situated 
in their historical context in my English 
Extension 1 elective, Worlds of Upheaval.”

JOSEPH MANNING
In his Major Work Airing Out The 
Locker Room, Joseph aims  
to discover how toxic masculinity 
affects all facets of Australian 
society. 

“Through the podcast platform, I 
have used the research gathered to 
explain the ‘who, what, where and 

how’ of toxic masculinity. Inspired by creative non-fiction texts 
such as Rebecca Sonlit’s Men Explain Things to Me, creative 
nonfiction elements have allowed me to create a setting for 
the events in my podcast,” Joseph said.

“Additionally I have been able to write a colloquial text that 
appeals to the listener. This year saw revolutionary reports 
on the treatment of women in parliament and in Sydney 
private schools and I believe now is a relevant time to discuss 
these issues. This episode of my vignette-style podcast 
aims to educate young men in my position about what toxic 
masculinity is and what it leads to.”
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LOUIS BEAUMONT
“Our ability to explore and explain 
our world is merely based on our 
perception of it. A mere perception 
may be flawed. What if, there is 
the absence of something, but we 
interact as if it is there? Or what if 
things came and went, only when 
we required it? We would have 
no way of knowing. This concept 

related to the existence and absence of objects is defined as 
‘Metaphysical Nihilism’,” said Louis.

“The purpose of my major work, If On A 
Summer’s Day, a listener is to explore this in 
a creative, idiosyncratic accessible fashion 
that is entertaining and thought-provoking 
for a wide audience.”

MYLES LAMBERT
“Letters for my Father is a suite 
of six poems, intended as a 
manifestation of my father’s 
experience as a person of colour, 
born into the height of the South 
African Apartheid and flowing into 
my own experience as a white-
passing, mixed-race individual in 
contemporary Australia,”said Myles.

“Finding its origins in the fragments of my father’s stories 
told to me throughout my childhood – stories whose true 
significance and value I only truly began to understand as 
a young adult, Letters for my Father situates itself in the 
charged space that is the contemporary reexamination of 
race relations. Impelled by the increasing urgency of the Black 
Lives Matter movement, Letters for my Father represents the 
estrangement from cultural identity, the passing of trauma and 
self-actualisation flowing from one individual to another.”

THERESE BRIGANTI
“I have always been fascinated 
by the bond between mother 
and daughter. Although the 
relationship begins as one of pure, 
unconditional love, it frequently 
becomes turbulent and fraught 
with disconnect,” said Therese.

“My intent in crafting my short story 
The Visit was to explore the separation that occurs between 
mother and daughter as the daughter matures. My purpose 
was to urge a re-definition of the mother-daughter bond as 
one of love and support rather than resentment. 

“The Visit is aimed at a female audience, ranging in age from 
young-adult to adult. They should have an interest in literature 
commenting on the female experience. I hope to communicate 
that the close, spiritual relationship that is so often lost can  
be rekindled.”

TOM GRAY
“My early teenage years were 
clouded by unanswered questions 
due to my sisters experience of 
sexual assault trauma. In recent 
years I have also been moved by 
the emergence of the #MeToo 
movement, a progressive public 
discourse surrounding sexual 
assault that validates survivors’ 
stories,” said Tom.

“These influences prompted me to use my English Extension 2  
platform to engage with the fracturing and mending of her 
sense of self through a literary exploration of her world of 
upheaval. My Major Work, the poetry suite Gray Areas, has 
been my principal vehicle for transcending what became a 
dissonant relationship after the assault, and for exploring the 
particularly palimpsestic nature of a self disturbed by this form 
of trauma.

“The modern lyric poetic form was integral in 
producing a literary expression of vulnerable 
emotion. My sister, herself a poet, used the 
form as a PTSD coping mechanism. A similar 
therapeutic approach underpins the English 
Advanced text, Ariel, by Sylvia Plath.”

ZOE SHEARER
“My collection of naturalist poetry 
Verba Florentes (hereafter 
Florentes) immerses readers in a 
metaphorical exploration of the 
internal conflict created while 
writing,” said Zoe.

“Through imagistic, immersive verse, 
Florentes presents transcendentalist 

values through the subverted gaze of one of its American 
founders: Henry David Thoreau; using a fusion of feminine 
and natural forces to underpin an integrative perspective. 
Using Thoreau’s time at Walden Pond as its inspiration, my 
poetic suite conveys a journey towards discovering one’s ‘self’ 
through sublimity, in both poetry and nature. 
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“If there was ever a year that required the problem-solving skills, creative 
energy and resilience of IGS students, 2021 was that year. 

While this year has pushed the limits of endurance and 
innovation across all areas of the IGS learning landscape, the 
Art and Design student body are some of the most visible 
emblems of this strength. The 2021 cohort have worked with 
incredible flexibility and dynamism to produce powerful major 
projects in Design and Technology, Visual Arts and Textiles and 
Design,” said Director of Art and Design Drew Bickford.

VISUAL ARTS

“Expressive, personal and reflective works were the 

outcome of nine months of creative labour in Visual 

Arts. Despite the interrupted access to our specialist 

studios, our students were resourceful and inspired 

in their ability to pivot and reimagine aspects of their 

original artmaking concepts.

“Creating artworks in a world recently compressed and 
compacted by the necessities of wellbeing, our students 
became more acutely attuned to their immediate surroundings. 
This was notably reflected in works that traversed the concept 
of physical, mental and emotional territories. Places and 
spaces were explored via a huge diversity of media; with 
students working in ceramics, filmmaking, drawing, painting, 
printmaking, sculpture and photography. Each artmaking 
investigation was sensitively realised and the student’s works 
were dramatically cathartic expressions of freedom, in a time 
where freedoms have been so few.”

CLASS OF 2021 ART AND 
DESIGN MAJOR WORKS

ART AND DESIGN MAJOR WORKS

CLASS OF 2021 ART AND 
DESIGN MAJOR WORKS

Lucien Katada

Isabella Pappas
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Aliya Raab Deniz Isikli

Maks J Taylor

Harrison Chao Jed Payten

Nya Berger-Cockings

Ely Fulton

Felix TonkinNika Mikhin

Jay McAndrew

Tilli Merten 

Scarlett Fitzpatrick-Lubowitz Louis Beaumont
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DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

“The inspired pragmatists of our creative cohort are 

the Design and Technology students; whose solution-

oriented major projects are always driven by the desire 

to innovate and improve. 

This year’s small but creative team of four, investigated 
important issues, all with a focus on wellbeing or safety. One of 
the Major Design Projects was a reimagined approach to desk 
design, with specific interest in aiding students with ADHD. 
Another student explored the utilitarian, but potentially life-
saving realm of first-responder kits and bike safety features 
were road-tested in another project,” said Drew.

2021 MAJOR WORKS 

Alec Burke

Louis Beaumont

Alec Burke Ashley Ruben

Maggie Mulherin

Orlando Love Ryan Linton

Harrison ChaoTiger Balsmeyer

Orlando Read
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Isabel Whitaker

Leah Maier Mischa Belunek Wynton LambertMyles Lambert

Jaimie Lee Conor Bal Lucien Katada

TEXTILES

“Our Textiles and Design students represent a company of 

creatives who work somewhere in the space between Visual 

Arts and Design and Technology. 

Their skill-base is technical, they are also highly creative and there is 
significant problem-solving involved in all aspects of their practice. 
Exploring the world of fashion, accessories and costumes, the Textiles 
and Design students have created incredible pieces that draw inspiration 
from the classical, to breathe life into dramatic new garments and 
accessories.”
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The Drama cohort of 2021 began their HSC studies with confidence. They 
had survived the 2020 Pandemic and were working towards creating their 
Individual Projects and Group Performances. 

The selection of Individual Major Works this year varied from 
Performance to Film to Scriptwriting, Director’s Portfolio, 
Theatre Criticism and Costume Design. Students found their 
area of passion and began the necessary research to bring 
their creative ideas to life. The Individual Project is a labour of 
love for the most part. It needs to be, as students work on it for 
approximately ten months.

In Term 2 of 2021, the students began their second Major 
Work, their Group Performance. Students created works that 
ranged in style from clever Absurd dialogue-driven theatre to 
Physical theatre, Black Comedy, Storytelling and more. Their 
staging choices drove their compelling narratives. Each group 
collaborated by supporting one another. They were critically 
analysing and dissecting the issues and concerns they wished 
to investigate and they were in the process of testing their 
ideas on their peers for feedback. They had worked at school 
during their holidays. They were almost ready to showcase 
to a wider audience of students, friends and their families, 
and importantly perform for examiners, and then they were 
locked away at home, unable to continue their devising and 
refinement process. 

Their work was captured on-screen at 
home and sent in. Students reimagined 
their home spaces to create an  
appropriate setting for their Individual 
Performances. Group Performance work 
was documented and students spoke to 
examiners via Zoom about their process, 
capturing performance moments of their 
character creations.

Some outstanding work was made. Most importantly though 
students worked through it to complete a Drama HSC year like 
no other. We are very proud of their achievements and only 
wish the wider community could have seen their performance 
work live. 

Congratulations Year 12, you have displayed tenacity and 
resilience to create wonderful work!

Rita Morabito 
Director of Dramatic Arts

2021 DRAMA  
MAJOR WORKS

1.
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AIDAN HALE
Aidan Hale performed extracts  
of Eugene Ionesco’s Rhinoceros 
(1959). He compiled extracts of  
the work into a script with the 
intent of “displaying theatre’s  
ability to capture the absurdity  
of individuality.”

“I decided to pursue my project in 
this direction due to my interest in absurdism cultivated a year 
ago when I first read Ionesco’s play,” Aidan said.

“After extensive rehearsals and feedback, I made the decision  
to have no props, besides a chair and a rhinoceros mask, in 
order to highlight my strengths of physicality and expression 
as an actor.”

CATHERINE AMOIA
Catherine was inspired to perform 
A Woman Alone by Franca Rame, 
which explores the experiences of 
women in the 20th century, as it 
allowed her to showcase her Italian 
background.

“I have chosen to have my character 
seemingly tethered to her ironing 

board as a symbolic representation of her responsibilities and 
expectations as a woman during the 20th century.”

Catherine said her intention was to confront the audience with 
the truths about the vulnerability of being a woman in the 20th 
century, and how women still face these issues today.

DANIEL O'SHEA
“My production of William Zappa’s 
naturalistic piece Winter’s 
Discontent theatrically explores the 
way in which our expectations for 
life can be callously undercut by the 
nature of reality and how we deal 
with such adverse circumstances 
as performers, artists, and human 
beings,” Daniel said.

“My character’s own internal struggles 
are externalised in my production – a 
manipulation of the elements of drama, 
including situation and space, allows the 
purgatory of an actor’s dressing room to 
mirror the purgatorial state of mind that my 
character is going through.”

DAVID THOM
In his film Skin and Bone, David's 
intention was to demonstrate the 
perils of group polarization and the 
yearning for group identity.

“I chose film as I believe it is the 
most intimate and honest medium, 
shooting it in the style of realism 
to reflect the reality and relevance 

of this issue My film follows a young vulnerable teenage boy, 
H, who joins a group of skinheads in his quest to find a group 
identity,’” David said.

Photos:

1. Jay McAndrew

2. David Thom, Jamison Power and Meg Wrigley

3. Daniel O’Shea

3.
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EMILIA RITCHIE
“The Truth be Told is driven by 
peoples transforming perceptions 
of others,” said Emilia.

“The piece shows how judgement 
of individuals shapes relationships, 
and how severe stresses such as 
chronic illness can transform these 
judgements, or at least how they 

are expressed.

Using comedy, Emilia tells a story about casual racism and 
demonstrates how in society, racism is more likely to be 
excused when it is used in a humorous context.

ESHA PATEL
“My production of Orca by Matt 
Grinter highlights the societal 
expectations placed on adolescents 
constricted by a “small town” 
mentality. As I take on the persona 
of a young “Daughter’ in an isolated 
fishing village, my telling of the 
legend of “The Father and The 
Daughter” explores the roots of 

societal conditioning and the detrimental patriarchal values 
instilled upon incoming generations,” Esha said.

Esha uses sound and movement by dancing and singing 
throughout her performance.

FELIX TONKIN
In his playscript Fried Chicken 
and Oysters cuts a cross-section 
of adolescent nihilism to explore 
the rigidity of expression and 
connection.

I wanted the audience to reflect on 
their own connections and modes 
of expression. To ask themselves 

what, in their life, goes unsaid? Because of this, I built my 
playscript around a backbone of dialogue; directing pinpoint 
focus onto two characters to explore subtle tensions and 
simmering power relationships as opposed to grand narratives 
or societal issues. 

GABRIEL  
HANNAN-MOON
Gabriel performed Dracula (1897) 
which follows the king of vampires 
after the burning of his wife by  
the church. 

“Dracula goes through a journey, 
from denial to anger and finally to 
an acceptance of his pain. That he 

must heal himself in his own time, and that his heartbreak can't 
be avoided any longer.”

GIORGIA STAIANO
Through my performance of my 
monologue extract of Love by 
Patrica Cornelius, I wish to inform 
the audience on the lives of people 
who are often ignored and shot 
down by society and the common 
misconception of the definition 
of what love truly is. My goal with 
this performance is to shock the 

audience with an unyielding and eye-opening character, the 
intended experience being to truly reflect upon the light this 
play shines on a world people rarely see, especially in such a 
confrontational way. 

HUGO GRISCTI
Hugo developed a portfolio 
of theatre criticism for his 
Independent Project.

“In my reviews, I spoke honestly 
using an original but consistent 
personality, not emulating the 
style of a pre-existing publication. 
To do this, I did not read reviews 

before my own opinion was formed. This also was a method of 
avoiding my verdict being influenced in any way,” Hugo said.

JAMISON POWER
Jamison performed Bottleneck by 
Luke Barnes, which tells the story 
of the FA cup semi-final match in 
Sheffield, where 96 Liverpool fans 
unlawfully lost their lives.

“I rely heavily on physicality, accent, 
and character to take the audience 
on a journey from comedy and 14 

year old passion and innocence to the devastating truth of 
what happens on the fateful day of the match,” Jamison said.

JAY BOYD 
In New Year’s Eve, Jay tells the 
story of a young, transgender 
man, who is coming to terms 
with the struggle of interpersonal 
relationships and the impact of 
being trans on those around him. 

“I wanted to not only inform my 
audience of these difficulties, but 

also give them a much-needed opportunity to see a trans 
character being portrayed by a trans actor on the stage,”  
Jay said.

“I hoped that my audience would feel the frustration felt by my 
community, by myself, and by the character Adrian, and come 
to a clearer understanding of the trans experience.”
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JAY McANDREW
“My production of the Cripple of 
inishmaan, explores the realities 
of pressures faced by adolescents 
when under the thumb of the 
oppressive nature of small town 
ideologies,” Jay said.

“I chose to wear neutral colours, 
natural fabrics and hand-me-down 

clothing to show the setting of rural, working class Ireland 
during the 1930’s which I could not show with my set. To 
further this I decided to burn candles around me, to transport 
the audience into Billy’s room.”

JOSEPH MANNING
For my Director’s Portfolio I have 
chosen to direct the play Antigone 
written by Sophocles in 441 BC. 
The ancient Greek play explores 
the story of a girl named Antigone 
whose uncle Creon has not allowed 
her brother, Polyneices to be buried.

My interpretation will feature an 
all Indigenous cast with names such as Miranda Tapsell, Jimi 
Bani and Uncle Jack Charles. It will draw parallels between the 
ancient Greek theatre and the modern day issues of the gap 
between white Australians and the First Nations people. The 
piece will explore the problem of Indigenous deaths in custody 
that feature prominently in Indigenous culture. This will be 
explored through the lighting, set, costumes and music.

LOUIS BEAUMONT
“My performance of Dario Fo’s 
Accidental Death of an Anarchist 
(1970) allows the audience to 
understand the brutality of the 
police force through the guise of 
comedy. Due to the piece being 
a political farce, I ensured that 
It would delve deeper into the 
political complexities of the 1969 

Piazza Fontana Bombing and the death of Giuseppe Pinelli,” 
Louis said.

LOUIS WILLIAMSON
Louis combined elements of 
comedy and realism to create 
his performance of the 1996 film 
Trainspotting.

“To fully offer the audience an 
insight into the life of Mark Renton 
I manipulated dramatic elements to 
create darker moments,” Louis said.

“My goal was to provide an inside look into the horrors of 
addiction while joining the addicts in the important question of 
what it means to choose life.”

LUCIEN KATADA
“My Individual Project monologue 
is a revised version of William 
Shakespeare’s character “Iago” 
from his play Othello. I have chosen 
to set my version of the play in 
modern day times where instead of 
Venice being the primary location 
for the scenes, Instead it is being 
played in an Australian military 

base,” Lucien said. “I played the character of Iago as his usual 
cunning and devious self.”

MAXIMILIAN LAUREN
“My performance of Gloria 
by Branden Jacobs-Jenkins 
explores the pressured and toxic 
environment of the typical ‘9-5’ 
workplace and the subsequent 
emotions and actions that can take 
place after reaching a breaking 
point,” Maximilian said.

Maximilian said he challenges the normality of a toxic work 
environment through character development.

MEG WRIGLEY
“My Individual performance is Ellie’s 
monologue, from The Dead of Night, 
an iconic Australian war-action 
book series. This monologue aims 
to tackle the stress of growing up,” 
Meg said.

“I have set out to visually display 
Ellie’s inner turmoil though 

the degradation of her emotional stability and childhood 
innocence, this is accentuated by manipulation of atmosphere, 
space and dramatic tension.Through use of my costume, the 
torch prop and body language I hope to create an atmosphere 
in which the audience will feel party to the events, forced into 
the characters' world.”

MONET BITTON
“American Son delves into the 
tensions around implicit bias, 
police brutality and innocent 
families affected based on racial 
stereotypes,” Monet said.

“I chose this piece as it is 
powerful and emotional 
with a clear message  

of struggle, hardship and unfair treatment  
of a person with colour. This is a personal 
piece and one that I am extremely 
passionate about.”
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NATASCHA HAUPT
Natascha performed from the  
script of Shit by the playwright 
Patricia Cornelius. 

“I chose Shit as I wanted to confront 
the audience to see the struggles 
that young orphaned women face 
and how society as a whole uses 
misogynistic manners and ways of 

perceiving these women,” she said.

“I chose to set the scene in an abandoned warehouse as ‘Billy’ 
was always moving from place to place and never really had a 
safe place to go to. I showed this through the use of rubbish 
and broken bottles scattered across the stage. She is always 
slouched and seated with her legs open as well as being 
extremely foul mouthed, to fight the gender stereotype of 
women always need to be ladylike

ORLANDO READ
Orlando’s performance of Joy 
takes the audience on a journey in 
understanding Albin’s downward 
spiral of sadness, how it began 
and the struggles he faces with his 
parents and psychiatrists.

“I achieved a 
demonstration of this 

strong contrast through using different 
tones of voice, symbolic body language, 
dramatic tension and the use of pause,” 
Orlando said.

RYAN LINTON
Ryan chose to perform Toad’s 
monologue from Fuel by Robert 
Reid, “Each character is a 
concoction of toxic masculinity and 

“Kick-ons'' Australian party culture,” 
he said.

“Toad’s monologue allowed me to 
explore my range and dynamics 

both physically and vocally; playing multiple characters and 
distinguishing them from each other.”

SASKIA VANDER
“The Taming of the Shrew by 
William Shakespeare highlights 
issues surrounding gender roles 
and social expectations that are as 
prevalent in contemporary society 
as they were in Shakespeare’s 
time. My design vision is bold and 
channels absurdism, encompassing 
a contemporary, stylised and 

exaggerated approach to each character’s qualities, using 
artistic references, colour and animal symbolism,” she said.

“Katherine’s design changes as she does, in both perception 
and personality, throughout the play. The early design shows 
saturated reds, and her lactating breast is inspired by Frida 
Kahlo who acknowledged breastfeeding as a vital part of a 
strong woman. The rodent ears reflect how other characters 
define her – as a wild personality.”

SCARLETT 
FITZPATRICK-
LUBOWITZ
The Hamilton Complex tells the 
story of photographer David 
Hamilton who created public 
outrage as a result of his work 
photographing young girls.

Through her performance, Scarlett 
shows the various situations young girls and women are put 
into in various countries and societies.

SEBASTIAN BRECHT
“My monologue was constructed 
from the Play Miss Julie by August 
Strindberg. It highlights the 
character Jean in his deception  
and manipulation of Miss Julie  
out of jealousy and anger from  
their differing social classes,” 
Sebastian said.

“I have chosen to reveal Jeans' character as a hateful and 
manipulative servant. This was done by expressing a rapidly 
changing psychological and physiological state towards Miss 
Julie in a way to deceive her.”
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CLASS OF 2021 MUSIC MAJOR WORKS

Music is an important part of the Educational Offerings at IGS, and aims 
to provide students with the widest range of musical opportunities in 
embracing the interest of all learners by guiding and mentoring them in 
their own individual pursuit of excellence.

The study of music’s forms, styles and ideas has enabled the 
Music Class of 2021 to develop an interest in appreciation and 
enjoyment of music. Through critical reflection and acquiring 
understanding, knowledge and skills, they have responded by 
creatively developing their own musical ideas, compositions 
and performances.

Through many experiences, the students in the Music 1 and  
Music 2 courses have been provided with opportunities to 

enhance their learning skills, communication skills, creativity, 
teamwork, discipline, cultural awareness, respect for others, 
and self-esteem through personal accomplishment.

As a department, we have enjoyed observing these young 
musicians aspire to new heights as artists, in realising their 
potential as composers, performers and musicologists.

Darren Kuilenburg 
Director of Music

ANYA HAYWOOD

MISCHA BELUNEK

SAMUEL WARD

HUGO GRISCTI

REEVE CHOI

SCARLETT  
FITZPATRICK-LUBOWITZ

JAY BOYD

ROBERT KANALEY

ESHA PATEL

JOSEPH MANNING

RYAN LINTON

VICTORIA WALKER
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After many years acquiring knowledge and understanding, 
Science Extension is a unique opportunity for students 
to immerse themselves in the process, philosophy and 
ethics of scientific thinking. Students also complete a 
Scientific Research Project. The focus of each project 
is unique and reflects the students’ individual area of 
interest. Scientific research is a collaborative endeavour 
and students undertake their work with support from 
university mentors and teachers. Their research project 
requires curiosity, creativity and commitment. In the words 
of Carl Sagan students discover that “Science is a way of 
thinking much more than it is a body of knowledge”. It has 
been a privilege to join these four young scientists on their 
journey and we are excited to share their work with you.

Liz Turner 
Head of Science

JACK SCHROETER
Spectral effects of light-emitting 
diodes on the photosynthetic 
efficiency of begonia (Begonia 
x semperflorens), geranium 
(Pelargonium x hortorum), 
petunia (Petunia x hybrida), and 
snapdragon (Antirrhinum majus)

The experiment is designed 
to investigate how the LEDs that are commonly used in 
the growth of plants in an indoor environment affects the 
photosynthetic rate of the plant.

The experiment in which the data was drawn tested four 
different, commonly used, plant varieties [begonia (Begonia  
x semperflorens), geranium (Pelargonium x hortorum), petunia 
(Petunia x hybrida), and snapdragon (Antirrhinum majus)]  
in three lighting conditions, which used a variety of Mint white, 
red, blue, and green light. The plants utilized were all grown 
from seedlings in a completely controlled environment, and  
all plants were in similar stages when the variables  
were evaluated. 

LILI DIGWEED
Does behaviour change affect 
energy consumption?

This investigation examines 
the influence of behavioural 
change on energy consumption 
in a residential setting. This was 
conducted in a residential home 
where the participants could have 

control over how they changed the energy environment 
from original settings. The daily energy patterns of each 
participants were recorded for a four week period. After the 
first four week period the participants were informed of their 
energy consumption for four weeks and the energy  
patterns were recorded. These results showed a statistical 
difference in energy consumption due to a change in their 
energy behaviour.

LUCA GAMBACORTI
The Optimal Shape of a Monohull 
Hydrofoil Wingtip Using the Foil 
Profile NACA0020. 

The experiment explored the effects 
of adding a raked winglet to a 
NACA0020 foil. The CFD simulation 
ANSYS R3 2019 was used to test 
the foils at 5, 10, 15, 20 knots of boat 

speed. In order to take a baseline measurement for low boat 
speed lift and drag, 0.1 knots of boat speed was also trialled. 

The areas tested concerned the Eddies, Fluid Flow Velocity, 
Water Pressure. At 10 knots of boat speed the trailing and 
surface vortices were also measured. The experiment was 
conducted using the ANSYS R3 2019 CFD using the RANS 
method. The findings produced by this experiment correlate 
heavily with other past studies which suggest that the raked 
winglet is the most efficient design with the most lift produced 
whilst maintaining similar drag values over the traditional 
squared off model.

MAGGIE MULHERIN
Colour saturation of synthetic and 
natural dyes 

This investigation examined the 
colour saturation effectiveness of 
synthetic and natural dyes. 

This was tested as an opportunity 
to consider the use of natural dyes 
as an environmental alternative to 

synthetic dyes. The synthetic dyes used in this investigation 
were sourced from Rit Dyes, and were prepared as per 
the company’s instructions, whilst the natural dyes were 
homemade and inspired from various sources, including 
available literature. The results were recorded using the  
Colour ID application, which tests the colour saturation 
percentage of a sample. A statistical one-tail t-test analysis 
was performed, which resolved there was a clear difference 
between these variables. 

The results confirmed synthetic dyes obtain a higher colour 
saturation than natural dyes, explaining their prevalence in the 
textiles industry.

2021 SCIENCE EXTENSION MAJOR WORKS
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CLASS OF 2021 HISTORY EXTENSION MAJOR WORKS

ANDREW GILLARD
The Ukrainian Famine and 
Genocide: A Historiographical 
Investigation

This essay serves as a 
historiographical investigation with 
the aim of addressing this question 
throughout three key time periods 
where the debate and discourse 

surrounding the famine is most active. The first time period 
being 1932-33 where there was little discourse about the 
famine due to the extensive cover up where the Soviet Union 
went to extreme lengths to deny the famine and suppress 
information from leaking out of the country. The second is 
the 1980s and 1990s and the third period encompasses the 
contemporary debate surrounding the famine where modern-
day Russia concedes that the famine happened as a result of 
Stalin’s disastrous collectivisation policy, but at the same time 
insisting that the famine was not an act of genocide.

ESSIE NEWMAN
Assess the validity of the 
Chernobyl TV series within the 
historiography of the Chernobyl 
nuclear disaster.

This essay assesses the Chernobyl 
TV series within the historiography 
of the Chernobyl Nuclear disaster 
of 1986. The History Extension 

course component questions “What are the purposes of 
history?” and “How has history been constructed, recorded 
and presented over time?” heavily guided this investigation. 
This historiographical inquiry explores the contention between 
‘historical fiction’ and traditional academic history. 

EUAN THOMAS
How has the Trump Presidency 
and use of social media affected 
the recording of events and social 
commentary?

During the lead-up to the 2020 US 
presidential election, arguments 
from Trump’s base on social media 
were becoming increasingly chaotic. 

Research revealed that the highly polarised viewpoints were 
quite common among Trump’s base, and thus a question 
needed to be formulated to explore the historiographical 
ramifications of the Trump movement. Exploring fake news 
and alternative facts also brought in the concepts of historical 
revisionism and ‘negationism’, which were used to discuss 
potential negative ramifications of the use of social media  
on history. 

HENRY ANDERSEN
Ethnocentrism and Archaeology 
in Germany during the 19th and 
20th centuries: Assess the origin, 
influences, political purpose and 
impact of German ethnocentric 
archaeology from 1870-1945.

Archaeology during the Third 
Reich is entrenched in the popular 

consciousness, less well established is how venerable this 
ethnocentric approach to archaeology was in Europe from the 
early 18th century onward. The final assessment of this paper is 
a value judgement on reasons why this past, often outmoded, 
research from ethnocentric origins is worthy of further study 
regardless of how flawed the original author’s conclusions may 
have been.

HENRY MENZIES
What effect did censorship and 
the destruction of anti-Christian 
sources in late antiquity have on 
the historiography of Christianity?

My major work aimed to analyse 
the relationship between the 
historiography of Christianity in 
late antiquity and the censorship 

of pagan texts in the period. Examining the nature of the 
post-Constantinian Church’s suppression of its intellectual 
opponents, the essay sought to understand the effects of 
censorship on historians both modern and contemporary to 
the period. 

TILLI MERTEN
Examine how scholarship on the 
historical art of the Impressionists 
reached its current state

Despite its acceptance in art 
history and its frequent appearance 
on commercial products like 
chocolate and umbrellas today, 
Impressionism hasn’t always been a 

popular style of art. This change from obscurity to prominence 
makes writing about the movement an interesting topic for 
exploration. This essay approaches how Impressionism came 
to be written about as it is today by examining the factors that 
contributed to the change, the retroactive acknowledgement 
of the movement’s significance, and its appeal to modern 
audiences, and how these factors have impacted upon specific 
aspects of current scholarship. 

Due to space limitations, we are unable to offer more than 
a taste of our Class of 2021 major works. Please visit  
www.igssyd.nsw.edu.au to see our online showcases.
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ABORIGINAL STUDIES 
EXHIBITION

ABORIGINAL STUDIES

IGS Year 12 Aboriginal Studies and Compressed Aboriginal Studies students 
showcased their Major Works at an exhibition during Term 2.

Their works included beautiful artistic pieces in visual arts, 
design, film, music, photography, and textiles, as well as 
academic and creative pieces of writing about issues ranging 
from the Stolen Generations survivors to the incorporation of 
Aboriginal artwork into town planning.

Head of Indigenous Education and Stage 6 Aboriginal Studies 
Teacher Jade Carr said visitors from all across our community 
were impressed by the creativity and dedication shown by  
the students.

“Life-size statues and game boards adorned the walls and 
shelves of the new Bibliothèque while people were drawn in  
by the pre-recorded keynote speech of our special guest  
Tom Calma AO,” she said.

“I am blown away by the major projects  
that have been produced. Each year you 
don’t think that it can get any better, and 
then the students produce these amazing 
original contributions.

Jed Payten’s Major Work titled Absence examines the 
intergenerational trauma experienced by First Nations people.

“It focuses on exploring the importance 
of male role models within the Aboriginal 
community and the damaging stereotype of 
absent fathers,” Jed said.

“Absence highlights family structures without a paternal 
presence in order to dispel this as a cultural stereotype and 
show it to be the direct result of continuing colonial policies.”

Kaija Du created The Australian Oracle for her Major Work, a 
newspaper that tells uplifting stories of hope about Aboriginal 
people across Australia and the great things that they are 
doing to change art, politics and the environment.

1.

ABORIGINAL STUDIES 
EXHIBITION
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Photos:

1. Madiba Doyle-Lambert

2. Leah Maier

3. Kaidyn Wright

4. Texas Bishop and Alahni Elbourne

5. Jai Wright, Tate Walker, IGS Head of Indigenous Education  
Jade Carr and Head Girl Grace Truman

“It combines different stories that remain 
untold in mainstream media but are paving 
the way for a more inclusive future.”

Rory Kerr’s Major Work Uplifting is a visual representation of 
prominent Indigenous role models in the community.

Rory said he wanted to highlight their role in inspiring and 
uplifting future generations of Indigenous people, to break  
the cycle.

We congratulate all Aboriginal Studies students on their 
exceptional work.

KOORI CLUB A VOICE FOR THE FUTURE

The IGS Koori Club met in Week 5 of Term 2 to discuss 

fresh ways of celebrating Aboriginal culture and 

Indigenous learning at our School.

IGS Head Girl Grace Truman and Head Boy Orlando Read 
attended Koori Club to listen to students’ ideas.

While IGS celebrates First Nations 
people in a wide range of ways, IGS Head 
of Indigenous Education and Stage 6 
Aboriginal Studies Teacher Jade Carr said 
the discussion was an important step in 
enhancing the mutual benefits.

Some of the students’ ideas included a daily or weekly Koori 
Class, having an Aboriginal flag outside of the School or on the 
rooftop, regular workshops of language, learning the didgeridoo 
and weaving, as well as having a permanent space in the School 
to call their own, where they can work and get together.

2. 5.

4.

3.
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1.

WALKING TOGETHER TO CLOSE THE GAP

A new partnership is expected to help Indigenous 

education at IGS grow from strength to strength.

Deputy Principal Students and Campus Life Mary Duma 
recently welcomed Bundjalung Elder and Director of the 
University of Sydney’s Poche Centre for Indigenous Health 
Honorary Associate Professor Boe Rambaldini to IGS.

Macquarie University Faculty of Medicine, Health and Human 
Sciences Senior Lecturer Dr Kylie Gwynne and IGS Head of 
Indigenous Education and Stage 6 Aboriginal Studies Teacher 
Jade Carr were also welcomed, to discuss enhancing IGS 
actions to help close the gap.

“You have inspired us to continue to work 
hard to provide our Indigenous students 
with the best education and care that we 
can provide,” Ms Duma said.

“Our partnership with the Poche Centre for Indigenous Health 
will help us grow as a Lighthouse School for Indigenous 
Education.”

Ms Duma foreshadowed the following IGS actions as a result of 
the meeting:

• form an Indigenous advisory group where we will engage 
the parents of our students

• organise for a meeting with our students to hear their 
voices and take appropriate action

• Create an annual education plan for staff, students and 
parents that includes indigenous stories, culture, respect 
and understanding

• IGS alumna and academic mentor Indigenous education 
Miah Walker (2020), to be an active presence in the 
Aboriginal Studies classroom and at Koori Club, and to 
make connections for us with Redfern, help with our 
curriculum mapping process, and support our Indigenous 
Scholars academically

• a safe space is being created for our Indigenous students; 
a place where they can meet, talk and exchange ideas. 
We will fill the room with good messages and respectful 
cultural displays created by students for students. We will 
open our ears to listen and understand.

With the help of the POCHE Centre, IGS hopes to form a 
Memorandum of Understanding “that will help us all work 
towards closing the gap”, Mary said.

“POCHE and IGS are working together for the good of our 
young, our future and a culturally respectful Australia,”  
Mary said.

“We all belong to this land. Our joint efforts will make a 
difference.”

Mary thanked Boe and Kylie for sharing their inspiration, time, 
knowledge and wisdom with our School.

Jade presented Boe with a portrait of him and his totems 
created in charcoal by IGS alumna Eve Mitchell-James (2020) 
as part of her Aboriginal Studies major project.

Meanwhile, we warmly congratulate Lucy Howard-Shibuya and 
Jade Carr on receiving their Masters of Education (Leadership 
in Aboriginal Education) in the first face to face graduation 
ceremony held in the Great Hall of The University of Sydney 
since the advent of COVID-19.

“It was a really special day for us as 
educators, and we are so inspired to be 
able to put back what we have learnt into 
the IGS school community,” Lucy said.

“The Dean gave us a special shout-out as we are the inaugural 
cohort, the first people to graduate with this special degree.

“We also very grateful to Principal Shauna Colnan and IGS for 
the support shown to us over the two years we completed  
this Masters.”

1. 2.
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1. Deputy Principal Mary Duma, Head of Indigenous Education 
Jade Carr, Honorary Associate Professor Boe Rambaldini and  
Dr Kylie Gwynne

2. Artwork by local Aboriginal artist Bianca Caldwell

3. Taya Phillips of Kindergarten with Alex Walker of Year 6

4. Chenelle Carr, Kyliric Masella and Beau Mundine

5. IGS students create artwork with local Aboriginal artist  
Bianca Caldwell3.

4.

5.

IGS INDIGENOUS STUDENTS CONNECT 
WITH CULTURE

IGS Indigenous students across Primary and High 

School enjoyed pooling their artistic talents, led by local 

Aboriginal artist Bianca Caldwell, of Wiradjuri Dreaming.

The workshop was initiated by IGS Head of Stage 3 Jessica 
Price, who wanted the students to design a permanent 
Acknowledgement of Country poster to be displayed in all 
classrooms.

The experience gave the students the opportunity to be 
involved in a cultural activity with a local artist.

“All of the Indigenous students met in the School art room  
to collaborate and design their poster print with Bianca,  
stating what it means to be part of the group at School  
and what they like about being Indigenous at IGS,” Head  
of Indigenous Education and Stage 6 Aboriginal Studies 
Teacher Jade Carr said.

“The students talked about coming 
together from all of their different mobs 
around NSW and Queensland, yarning  
and learning together.

“They then participated in a drawing workshop to come up 
with the design and colour scheme for their canvas. They 
contributed to painting the canvas which will be touched up by 
Bianca over the next few weeks to reveal the final product.

“The students are proud to know that they contributed to 
the development of the artwork and will be proud to see it 
hanging in each classroom in the School, knowing that they 
have contributed to its design.”

Students enjoyed kangaroo burgers for lunch cooked on the 
barbeque by students Jai and Tate.

To conclude the day, students wove headbands.

“The students thoroughly enjoyed the day, 
as did the supervising teachers, and most 
of all spending time together. Many have 
missed their usual Koori Club morning  
teas which had to be cancelled due to 
COVID restrictions,” Jade said.
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1.

2.

LEARNING ON COUNTRY IN 
GOODOOGA

Students and staff participated in a cultural 

immersion program with Goodooga Central School, 

where they travelled via the Western Plains Zoo on 

Wiradjuri Country, then headed out to Goodooga 

on Yuwaalaraay Country as part of the IGS and GCS 

Schools Walking Together Program.

The cultural and reconciliation exchange program has 
been two years in the making and is part of the IGS and 
Connecting Communities Australia (CCA) Schools Walking 
Together Program, aimed at privileging First Nations 
perspectives, and incorporating histories and languages into 
our curriculum through on-Country Learning and community 
collaboration with Yuwaalaraay woman and GCS teacher 
Mindy Gibbs. It is also a project about friendship between 
rural and urban communities helping to bring together city 
and country schools by reaching out to communities in rural 
and remote Australia.

“Our school is built around languages  
and appreciating culture, and they  
jumped at the chance,” IGS Teacher  
Lucy Howard-Shibuya said.

Lucy described the trip as a transformational opportunity to 
share knowledge and respect and a chance for the kids from 
both communities to reflect on their differences and also see 
their commonalities.

1.
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1. Head of Campus Administration Brittney Wedd and Red Earth 
Indigenous Immersion Coordinator Lucy Howard-Shibuya

2. Members of the IGS community collected donations including 
crafts and stationary for the Goodooga Central School

3. IGS students participate in a place-based learning experiences 
with Goodooga Central School

4. Ben Robertson, Bono Smith, Maxwell Hrovat, Romeo Iacono and 
Marcel McKinley

5. Matilda Benedictus and Miyazaki Texilake

6. Romeo Iacono and Marli Wright

3.

“It’s a great opportunity to walk side by side and build that 
respect and cultural understanding and also appreciate the 
differences between rural and urban life.

“The fundamental aim of this project is for 
the kids to have a place-based learning 
experience through on-Country learning 
and privileging First Nations voices in 
doing so.”

As the remote community of Goodooga entered COVID 
lockdown, the IGS community, and in particular Year 6, rallied 
together to provide a collection of donations for the families 
at Goodooga Central School.

IGS sent items such as paints, crafts, stationary, games, as 
well as hand sanitiser and masks.

The Goodooga community expressed their gratitude to IGS 
Year 6 students and their families for their recent donations.

“The donation has been a fabulous example of friendship 
between two communities,” IGS Cultural Immersion 
Coordinator Lucy Howard-Shibuya said. “Mindy Gibbs, 
Yuwalaaraay educator and Elder, was thrilled to see the array 

of arts and crafts materials sent to the kids while they were 
unable to attend school. She was very overwhelmed and 
appreciative of the gesture of support. Mindy’s daughter Kira 
referred to them as ‘wonderful boxes of fun and creativity’.”

4.
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DRAMA, LANGUAGE AND 
CULTURE A ‘BEATING 
HEART’ AT IGS

DRAMA

1.

“From the very beginnings at IGS, the beating heart of our School has 
always been in the beautiful collaborations that can evolve from studying 
the languages and cultures that define us,” said IGS Director of Dramatic 
Arts Rita Morabito.

“In Drama we investigate the cultural and linguistic origins of 
the various ways stories are told,” Rita said.

“We were delighted to be invited by The Italian Cultural 
Institute to host Commedia dell’Arte artists, Sanjiva (Giovanni) 
Margio and Giri (Antonio) Mazzella, who presented their 
show Commedia Viva to Year 10 Drama students and Italian 
Language students.”

The artists also conducted a physical workshop with Drama 
students, who are currently studying this art form and creating 
their own performance work.

“We laughed and enjoyed the incredible characters that these 
two masters presented for us. My favourite contemporary 
Commedia inspired characters were The Black Nonnas with 
their list of ailments and many children, one who unexpectedly 
and hilariously made its way into the audience. The day was a 
wonderful masterclass that our students thoroughly enjoyed.” 

Sebastian Saltos Palmer: “The experience was, as well as being 
very entertaining, very helpful for our assessment and a great 
learning experience.”  

Jack Scott-Hickie: “It was really special to do a workshop 
with people that knew so much about Commedia dell’Arte 
and could give us such expert insights into how to create and 
improve our Commedia abilities. I particularly enjoyed the 
musical aspects they produced as they were very engaging 
and surprisingly comical. I feel very honoured we got to work 
with them.”

Harriet Tonkin: “It was such an invigorating workshop; the 
atmosphere was intense and Giovanni and Antonio were so 
vibrant onstage. I loved every minute!” 

Laith Al Hatu: “It broadened my knowledge of what 
Commedia dell’Arte actually is, and I’m really thankful for such 
an incredible experience.”

Annabel Johnson: “To be able to hear from some incredible 
performers has made this whole unit that much more 
enjoyable and empowering.”

IGS Teacher Sabrina Casu said the students’ energy was 
contagious and she laughed and laughed throughout the 
performance.

“The show was great and the comedians were absolutely 
brilliant! 

DRAMA, LANGUAGE AND 
CULTURE A ‘BEATING 
HEART’ AT IGS
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Photos:

1, 2 and 3. High School Drama students study cultural and 
linguistic art forms with Commedia dell’Arte artists

4. Year 10 Drama students participate in Zeal Theatre’s workshop

DRAMA, LANGUAGE AND 
CULTURE A ‘BEATING 
HEART’ AT IGS

DRAMA OPENS TOUGH TOPICS

Year 10 students interrogated violence, guilt and other 

complex scenarios as they responded to Zeal Theatre's 

KING-HIT play and related workshops.

The play presents a birthday party turned violent.

“What starts as a bit of fun quickly escalates into an alcohol-
fuelled war reaching a shocking climax,” said Zeal founder 
Stefo Nantsou.

The play examines violence among young people, the 
perpetrators, victims, witnesses and the so-called “innocent 
bystanders” and offers alternative perspectives to reckless and 
abusive behaviour.

The play was written and performed by Zeal veterans Stefo 
Nantsou and Tom Lycos, who played a multitude of characters, 
blending elements of heightened naturalism, expressionism 
and verbatim theatre.

The play was followed by powerful warm-up exercises which 
displayed the effectiveness of eyes, stillness, voice, imagination 
and shaping the body into a character.

IGS Year 10 students then formed groups to create fresh 
scenes which may have taken place around the party 
portrayed in the play.

“I am totally impressed with the work 
you did,” Stefo told IGS students. “I have 
nothing but respect for the way you threw 
yourselves into it.”

Tom said he found the process of creating drama with students 
very rewarding.

“What I find really valuable about drama workshops is that 
people have to listen to each other, converse, create something 
together, find their leaders and followers, and it’s really 
wonderful seeing kids trying to communicate with each other 
and form relationships without being on phones or computers,” 
said Tom.

The students threw themselves into the exercises and then 
enjoyed the opportunity to watch the Year 11 original play The 
Next Level in the new IGS Drama theatre.

4.2.
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DRAMA STUDENTS EXPLORE STORYTELLING

Years 9 and 11 Drama students attended the sold-out season performance of The 7 Stages of Grieving at the newly 

renovated Sydney Theatre Company at Wharf 1.

“We began by taking part in a pre show discussion with the 
Director Shari Sebbens, and Assistant Director Ian Michael, 
and concluded the day by engaging with the incredible actor 
and compelling narrator Elaine Crombie to ask questions,” IGS 
Director of Dramatic Arts Rita Morabito said.

The play was written by Wesley Enoch and Deborah Mailman 
26 years ago blending Indigenous and western styles of 
storytelling and was seen as “A radical act of First Nations 
theatre-making”.

“In the life of this play, there have been multiple productions 
that have seen many people play the main role including 
Deborah Mailman, Ursula Yovich, Lisa Flanagan, and Leah 
Purcell, which IGS students of past eras also saw,” Rita said.

“Wayne Blair, Liza-Mare Syron, Chenoa Deemal, Kaleenah 
Edwards, are First Nation names also associated with these 
productions, creating a legacy that has brought us to this 
latest iteration. There is a new call to action in this blend of 
fact and fiction, that draws on personal experiences of both 
playwrights and from the experiences of First Nations people 
from invasion to today.

“The 7 Stages of Grieving continues to ask vital and stirring 
questions of the way we tell stories and how we remember  
the past, exploring grief through moments of reflection,  
truth-telling and satirical comedy.

“This was an incredibly powerful, important, and beautiful 
experience that impacted students and teachers alike.”

IGS student Madiba Doyle-Lambert of  
Year 11 said it was a “powerful experience 
to see it staged in such an original and 
effective manner.”

“Although it was written a couple of decades ago, it is still a 
sadly relevant show which empowers the audience to create 
change for a more equal society. I think it is a show that all 
Australians need to see as it will make you laugh and it will 
make you cry all while spreading its meaningful message,” 
Madiba said.

1.

2.
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THEATRESPORTS INTERMEDIATES SPARKLE

Congratulations to the IGS intermediate Theatresports team for their sparkling performances in the NSW  

Grand Finals.

Wit, quick thinking, superb timing and supreme teamwork 
were on display when the IGS team competed against other 
grand finalists at the Enmore Theatre on 13 June.

The judges were particularly impressed with one of the team’s 
four impromptu scenes, a kind of fairy tale about a magic 
book, invented on the spot and narrated by Tiggy Marchbank, 
in which the other team members became the book and its 
characters.

The scene wowed the audience and scored a rare high mark 
from the judges. Together with the St Vincent’s Champions, 
IGS was the only other team in the competition to score a full 
mark of five for their final scene. 

Congratulations to team members Jack Scott-Hickie, Antigone 
Marchbank, Laith Al Hatu, Daniel Orlay and Harriet Tonkin and 
to their coach, former Head Boy Lukian Adams (2018).

Their appearance followed successful performances in 
previous rounds. IGS Director of Dramatic Arts Rita Morabito 
congratulated the team.

“They trained and played excellently,” Rita said. “Their rehearsals, 
crazy costumes, Shakespeare insults and beautiful team efforts 
were well rewarded.”

Lukian said he was proud of the group for making the 
audience laugh and gasp and demonstrate that the spirit of 
Shakespeare is not yet dead.

“It was really incredible to get to interact 
with all the teams during the workshop 
beforehand, and then, to watch them 
onstage was like stepping into a whole  
new world. Everybody shone as actors;  
all of it was hilarious,” IGS student  
Harriet Tonkin said.

Daniel Orlay said “the nerves, the excitement, and the 
enjoyment” were remarkable, while Antigone recalled “literally 
jumping with joy”.

We also congratulate our senior team of Eleanor Sharwood, 
Oliver Parry, Eve Moss Ractliffe, Annabel Johnson and Lucien 
Katada who enjoyed competing in an earlier round of the 
competition.

“Even though we didn’t win, we had so much fun performing, 
watching the other teams and getting to know the competitors 
throughout the night,” said Eleanor Sharwood.

3.

Photos:

1. Drama students at the Sydney Theatre Company

2. Year 9 and 11 Drama students ask questions at a performance  
at the Sydney Theatre Company

3. The Intermediate Theatresports team competing at the NSW 
Grand Finals
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CELEBRATING 
CHILDREN’S DAY  
IN JAPANESE

LANGUAGES

1.

Primary School students have been celebrating Japanese Children’s Day.

“This activity allowed students, including those who are learning 
other languages, to learn a bit about Japanese culture and 
custom,” Languages Teacher Machiko Ohta said.

Japanese Children’s Day is celebrated on 5 May, when people 
wish for children’s health and happiness.

“This day is celebrated by flying koinobori 
(carp), eating kashiwamochi (sticky rice 
cakes with red beans) and chimaki (sticky 
sweet rice) and taking shobu-yu (bath 
with shobu plant which is a type of iris),” 
Japanese Teacher Machiko Ohta said.

“In class, the students enjoyed singing the Kodomo no hi 
(children’s day) song and made their own koinobori (carp) 
after watching a special video of Japanese Teacher Noriko 
Yamanaka explaining how people in Japan celebrate this 
special day.”

YEAR 4 STUDENTS HAVE BEEN 
LEARNING ABOUT THE CUISINES  
OF JAPAN

Students have explored the common Japanese 

breakfast, lunch, dinner and local food from all over 

Japan while comparing what they usually eat in 

Australia.

“The students were impressed with Japanese kyūshoku ‘school 
lunch’ and some students commented that we should have it 
in Australian schools as well,” Machiko Ohta said.

“Looking at the images of a variety of Japanese dishes, 
students discussed if they have eaten them or not and if 
they want to eat them or not using newly learnt grammar 
structures. One of the activities students engaged in was 
onigiri (rice ball) making.”

Siblings Oscar and Margot enjoyed making onigiri with 
a range of fillings at home. They said onigiri was “oishii” 
(delicious). Miranda also made some onigiri and said she loves 
onigiri for school lunch.

CELEBRATING 
CHILDREN’S DAY  
IN JAPANESE
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GOLD AND SILVER STARS

Congratulations to our IGS Primary students 

who competed in the recent 2021 Hello Mandarin 

Recitation Competition involving 50 participants 

from Primary and High Schools across Australia.

“It was a tough competition but a wonderful learning 
experience,” said IGS Language Teacher Linda Gu.

“IGS students achieved amazingly as individuals and as  
a team.”

Congratulations to Year 1 Chinese student Livia Holzner 
who came first in her age group and Year 1 Italian  
student Sarina Thomas who also won the first prize in  
her age group.

We also congratulate Year 2 Chinese student Margot 
for placing second in her age group, Year 1 Chinese 
student Aanya who placed second in her age group, and 
Kindergarten Chinese student Stephen who also won 
second in his age group.

“We are so proud of all of these students 
for their amazing achievements. Many 
parents who were there told me that 
they were very moved by the children’s 
performances.”

BEAUTIFUL WORK FROM YEAR 5  
FRENCH BEGINNERS

Year 5 French Beginner students have been studying 

the country of France throughout Term 2.

“One of their tasks was to create maps of France,” French 
teacher Gabriela Melocco said.

“Each student carefully planned their work, 
including all the geographical features 
such as rivers, mountains and plains.” 

“They were asked to work in groups and independently. I was 
very proud of their efforts.”

The students have also been learning about monuments and  
French culture.

2.

Photos:

1. Primary Japanese students celebrate Children’s Day in class  

2. Year 5 French students create maps of France  

3. Livia Holzner and Sarina Thomas 

3.
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CELEBRATING  
A SUSTAINABILITY 
MILESTONE

SUSTAINABILITY

We are thrilled to announce that IGS has achieved the Eco-Schools  
Bronze Award for achievement in Education for Sustainable Development 
and improving the environmental performance of the School and the  
wider community.

The IGS Sustainable Futures club have worked enormously 
hard to improve the School environment and to address global 
issues.

IGS Head of Sustainability Carmelo Fedele said the Bronze 
Award is an important milestone that recognises the beginning 
of our journey to make IGS more sustainable. 

“I am very proud of all the students in Sustainable Futures who 
have contributed their time, energy and care for the planet,” 
Carmelo said.

“I am also very grateful to the parents for their advice, expertise 
and contributions to our community,” he said.

“In order to achieve an award from EcoSchools, students were 
required to conduct an Environmental Review, a Baseline 
Survey and complete the Application Form. We had to 
demonstrate that we had made measurable progress in at least 
one of the Eco-Schools themes.”

The Sustainable Futures Sustainable Roundtable meeting 
created a foundation to begin deeper action towards a more 
sustainable school.

The group meets every three to four weeks to work on 
initiatives in their key focus areas: Waste, Energy, Biodiversity, 
Water, Activism and Resources.

“We participated in Clean Up Australian Day and Earth Hour in 
Term 1,” Mr Fedele said.

We congratulate the Sustainable Futures Club for achieving 
the Eco-Schools Bronze Award for achievement in Education 
for Sustainable Development and improving the environmental 
performance of the school and the wider community.

The major goal is to be a lighthouse school for sustainability.

“I am very grateful to Principal Shauna Colnan, the leadership 
team, the Board and the broader IGS community for their 
support of our sustainability journey.”

Gaining an award is a great way to celebrate and reward 
achievements. It also shows the community that the School 
cares about the environment and promotes sustainability.

CELEBRATING  
A SUSTAINABILITY 
MILESTONE
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3.1.

PLEDGES FOR THE PLANET

The IGS Sustainable Futures team prepared for Clean 

Up Australia Day with chalking, pledges and an ocean 

clean-up special guest.

Students spread their inspiring messages across the entrance 
to the School and encouraged community members to make 
green pledges at the start of the day.

At lunch time, students of all ages took to parts of the school 
and nearby streets to put their vows in action.

Billie: “We are going to make the earth happy because it’s 
thanking us for cleaning up.”

Euan: “I pledge to ride my bike to school safely every day of 
the week.”  

Nathan: “My pledge is putting my feet forward to rewild our 
wildlife, to be really conscious in my efforts, to recognise we 
can clean up Australia, and to keep the vision going, always.”

Phaedra: “We are trying to raise awareness and get people  
to help.”

Pledges included to:

• Boycott single use plastic

• Pick up rubbish even if it’s not mine

• Eliminate as much single-use plastic as possible in my life

• Walk everywhere and give up my car

• Plant more trees

• Use my car less and ride my bike

• Recycle my e-waste

• Pick up at least five pieces of rubbish a day

• Not litter

• Use more public transport and walk to my destination 
when possible

• Only use reusable bags. 

IGS welcomed Stormwater Shepherds Director of Operations 
Mary Rayner to help educate students about stopping plastic 
in urban pollution at the source, in the home, in the streets and 
in storm water drains.

IGS Deputy Principal Students and Campus Life Mary Duma 
assisted Year 7 students to clean up Wentworth Park, while 
other students cleaned up the campus and surrounds.

Photos:

1. High School students pledge for the planet during Clean Up Australia Day

2. Luella Prasad, Margot Morton, Freya Hook and Phaedra Hamer cleaning up 
Wentworth Park on Clean Up Australia Day.

2.
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BEAUTIFUL WORK IN 
SUSTAINABILITY CLUB

SUSTAINABILITY

The IGS After School Eco Warriors Club have been having a great time 
talking all things sustainability.

IGS Primary Teacher Sarah Elwasfi said the students asked 
many big questions including, can one person make a 
difference, how do we make others care more and how can we 
make IGS a greener school?

“We watched and discussed the 
documentary the War on Waste and we 
were a little concerned about what we 
saw,” Ms Elwasfi said.

“We went around the school and did a bin audit and we noticed 
that the bins had a mix of trash and paper. From this we made 
a pledge to use the bins correctly. We’ve been inviting children 
to sign it and we hope this helps remind children to take care 
and pay attention to the bins they use.

“We tie dyed some old tea towels and clothing, and they turned 
out great. We made our own pots from clay and propagated 
plants to give them to teachers so they can have a plant on 
their desk.” 

The students met with Principal Ms Colnan to share their 
findings. She in turn provided them with her support to put 
their findings into actions, commending them on their activism.

BEAUTIFUL WORK IN 
SUSTAINABILITY CLUB

Photos:

1. Members of the Eco Warriors Club with Principal Shauna Colnan, 
Head of Sustainability Carmelo Fedele and teacher Sarah Elwasfi

2. Pots made from clay and propogated plants gifted from the 
students to the teachers

3. Year 11 student Nathan Turner on the IGS rooftop where he will 
grow Indigenous plants to rewild the campus

2.

1.
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REWILDING THE IGS CAMPUS

Congratulations to Year 11 IGS student Nathan Turner and Sustainable 
Futures for securing a grant from Woolworths to grow more Indigenous 
plants on the IGS rooftop.

Nate, of Year 11, applied for the Woolworths Junior Landcare 
Grant to grow bush tucker on the bridge between the East 
and West Roof while acknowledging the Gadigal Elders and 
Peoples of the Eora Nation.

“We want to rewild our roof with the species that used to 
belong here,” he said.

The students plan to relocate the bee box currently on Level 4  
to the newly planted area towards the end of 2021, in 
recognition of the fact that native bees need native species  
to survive.

The students are planning to involve Early Learning and 
Primary School students to help look after the plants, which 
they plan to source from Indigigrow.

Students will work with staff to build the planter boxes.

“I am incredibly grateful we were 
successful,” Nathan said. “The grant can 
inspire IGS student power.”

Nathan said the project builds on the work of fellow students, 
artists and alumni.

He mentioned the work of Nancy Bertoli (2020) who has 
already contributed a small native garden as part of an 
Aboriginal Studies bush tucker garden major project, and 
Indigenous artist Bianca Caldwell who has been working 
with IGS students, including in the creation of the IGS 
Acknowledgement of Country poster.

3.
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Worn out uniforms are being recycled into desks, thanks 

to PTF Rue Kelly initiatives.

The PTF collected worn out uniforms from parents taking part 
in the latest Rue Kelly secondhand sale.

Worn Up makes new things from old. The organisation is on 
a mission to up-cycle non-wearable uniforms and production 
offcuts and turn them into new things.

Schools, organisations and businesses are all invited to make 
a difference and help reduce textiles in landfill.

RUE KELLY LEADS THE WAYYEAR 1 EXPLORE SAVING THE PLANET

For Clean Up Australia Day, Year 1  
Blue read books about recycling 
and brainstormed their own 
superhero alter egos who had a 
goal to save the planet.

Students read the books Michael Recycle, and Michael Recycle 
meets Litterbug Doug by Ellie Bethel.

Students also pledged to be eco-warriors and pick up litter to 
help protect our planet.

IGS SUSTAINABILITY MAKES 
HEADLINES

The Sustainable Schools Network Journal has featured 

IGS as their cover story for the April 2021 issue.

Congratulations to the Sustainable Futures team for their  
many initiatives and for setting a great example for other 
schools to follow. 

2.1.
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GO WILD CLUB AIM FOR A 
CLEANER WORLD

The Year 3 self-proclaimed Go Wild Club are aiming 

to save the environment one step at a time.

IGS students Astrid, Maeve, Charlotte, Swann, Penelope 
and Tilly recently paid IGS Principal Shauna Colnan a lunch 
time visit to show her the rubbish they had collected and 
to discuss their vision for a better cleaner world. 

We are so proud of our students’ determination and 
passion for a cleaner world.

Their action follows a host of IGS sustainability actions and 
achievements. 

YOUNGEST ECO WARRIORS

To mark Clean Up Australia Day, children in Early 

Learning enjoyed reading Benny Bungarra’s Big Bush  

Clean Up by Sally Morgan.

Head of School Early Learning Sarah Herbert said through  
the book, the children learned the impact our rubbish has  
on animals.

The book’s messages encourage children to reduce, recycle 
and use rubbish bins.

IGS SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVE  
PAYS OFF

The School recently switched off the air conditioning 

of the main campus for a week in celebration of Earth 

Hour. We are excited to share the results with you.

We estimated that the air conditioner contributes to 
approximately 70 per cent of the School’s energy use.

We are thrilled to share that switching off 
for a week saved approximately 1.7 tonnes 
of carbon emissions and further warming 
to our planet. We also saved $186.60 on 
the School’s energy bill.

With this data, IGS students are conducting research for 
Science and Geography assessments.

Photos:

1. Superhero alter egos created by Year 1 Blue students

2. The Worn Out box in front of the Rue Kelly secondhand sale stall

3. Go Wild club members (from left) Penelope Martell, Swann 
Cawley, Charlotte Meissner, Maeve Ruggeri and Astrid Schutz with 
Principal Shauna Colnan

4. Artwork by Early Learning students

3.

4.
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LEARNING FROM 
LOCKDOWN

IGS Teachers found unique and engaging ways to teach and connect with 
their students during the COVD-19 lockdown.

IMMENSE CREATIVITY AND 
RESILIENCE FROM DRAMA STUDENTS

Director of Dramatic Arts Rita Morabito congratulated 

her Drama students for their “immense creativity  

and resilience”.

Year 7 explored The Rabbits by creating animate and inanimate 
scenes on Zoom.

“Year 10 astounded me with their ability to truly adapt. They 
would usually be involved in developing scene work during 
Term 3. 

“Those who dared to develop Zoom group scenes created 
works that took us all by surprise. Despite the many challenges, 
works were created that seemed to be happening in one room.

“By carefully curating their environments the students ensured 
that we the audience could suspend disbelief and immerse 
ourselves into their world. Actors seemed to pass scarves, 
necklaces, pens and loudspeakers seamlessly to one another 
via Zoom.

“Their attention to detail was incredible. 
Mood and atmosphere were heightened 
through clever lighting and sound choices. 
Their creative decisions showed me their 
collaboration and critical problem-solving 
skills in action.”

Year 11 tested their Individual Project passions by creating 
films, performances, costume designs, theatre reviews and 
lighting designs.

“Their in-depth studies have helped them to decide where their 
strengths lie for their upcoming HSC year,” Rita said.

“Year 12 recorded their Individual Performances for the Trial HSC 
Examination, which was presented to external examiners. Their 
ability to adapt and modify their work was a credit to them.” 

1.

LEARNING FROM 
LOCKDOWN

TEACHING AND LEARNING
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Photos:

1. Clara Greenhalgh of Year 2 enjoying Science Week activities  
at home

2. Jude Menzies of year 4 creates his Green Dream Home.

3. Mika Kirk of Year 4 creates her Green Dream Home. 

4. Artwork by Kaya Vachan

5. Artwork by Mirabel Ashley

YEAR 7 VISUAL ARTS FIND 
INSPIRATION FROM THEIR 
SURROUNDINGS

Year 7 Visual Art students have been exploring 

Landscape as a genre through the mediums of drawing, 

natural sculpture and photography.

“Students have been working with their 
immediate surroundings to find different 
interpretations of their world,” said IGS 
Director of Art and Design Drew Bickford.

“Year 7 have been highly creative and produced some beautiful 
natural works that explore pattern, form, perspective and 
composition in the natural world.”

SCIENCE WEEK CELEBRATED IN 
DIVERSE WAYS

In Term 3, IGS students across Early Learning, Primary 

and High School celebrated National Science Week with 

the theme Food: Different by Design.

Year 10 joined a Deakin University online learning session about 
how DNA makes individuals unique. They then learned how to 
visualise DNA using a model made of lollies.

Year 8 heard about the diversity of amazing animals that live in 
their local area in the Backyard Biodiversity webinar, and in the 
younger years, Year 2 explored fruit and vegetables.

Clara of Year 2 and Abigail of Transition, were inspired by their 
lemon tree at home, which was starting to flower.

“The girls decided to make lemonade,’ IGS parent Vivienne 
Stanton said.

JAPANESE STUDENTS BUILD ON  
THEIR VOCABULARY 

Year 2 Japanese students explored the topic of water  

in Term 3.

Children experimented using vegetables, and enjoyed 
discovering whether or not the items would float or sink in  
the water.

“Children learnt various vegetable names in Hiragana and 
Katakana and then practiced their sentence structure in both 
speaking and writing,” IGS Languages Teacher Noriko said.

“The children really enjoyed this experiment. They particularly 
loved the show and tell activity via Zoom.”

Noriko said the exercise encouraged students to build on  
their vocabulary, and deepened their understanding of 
sentence structures.

3. 4.
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ALL HANDS UP TO 
CLOSE THE GAP

COMMUNITY

Indigenous and non-Indigenous students joined forces to Close the Gap, 
creating a wall of hands at the IGS gate.

“National Close the Gap Day on Thursday 18 March is a National 
day of action. We at IGS pledged our support for achieving 
Indigenous health and education equality. We are committed 
to playing a part to achieve these goals through working 
together with our local community to establish and maintain 
positive relationships and respect,” said Red Earth Indigenous 
Immersion Coordinator Lucy Howard-Shibuya.

“For over 80,000 years First Nations People have cared for the 
land and waters of Australia, always nurturing the environment 
through their strong connection to Country. They have passed 
down culture, stories and song. They have raised generations 
of strong, resilient and resourceful people who are the oldest 
surviving culture in the world.”

To mark the event, education workshops took place in tutor 
groups, where students discussed the importance of closing 
the gap.

“Students signed a pledge to commit to 
working towards closing the gap and 
supporting First Nations communities by 
listening, hearing their stories and sharing 
their stories,” Lucy said.

Students and staff came together to build an IGS Closing the 
Gap Wall of Hands at the front of our School, symbolic of our 
support and commitment to achieving health and education 
equality for all Australians.

Our Aboriginal students and Year 12 Leaders led this initiative 
with Head of Indigenous Education and Stage 6 Aboriginal 
Studies Teacher Jade Carr and Lucy Sensei, with members  
of the community.

“I think it’s really important to take part so people are aware of 
the issues from a young age, to learn to support and learn from 
Aboriginal communities,” said Year 11 student Harriet Ryder.

The many pledges included:

• Recognising and honouring First Nations people

• Educating others about Indigenous culture

• Educating myself and others about Aboriginal traditions, 
cultures and rights 

• Honouring and celebrating the beauty and richness of First 
Nations history and culture

• Supporting initiatives

• Listening and learning

• Challenging and growing.

1.

ALL HANDS UP TO 
CLOSE THE GAP
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LOU’S PLACE REFUGE THANKS IGS

Our community’s response to requests for donations to 

Lou’s Place was extraordinary.

Lou’s Place case manager Mahasti Askari welcomed the 
donations.

“As a non government organisation, we truly appreciate  
the contribution,” she said.

“We rely on the community. Our women highly appreciate the 
engagement with us and the support.

“These will be put to a great use. Many women struggle 
financially and they rely on any support from here to manage 
their lives and to keep a roof over their heads.

“Many people will use these to freshen themselves, here in  
the centre.

“These gifts will bring smiles to every face that comes in.”

Lou’s Place General Manager Nicole Yade said she is grateful 
for the ongoing relationship with IGS.

“For us to support the women we serve having such long term 
partnerships are critical,” Nicole said.

“Its been wonderful to see the students engage with these 
important social issues and to do so with compassion and 
a willingness to help. The future is in good hands with these 
students as our future leaders.”

Head Boy Orlando Read described the IGS community 
response to requests for goods as part of our International 
Women’s Day response as extraordinary.

“It’s overwhelming how generous everyone has been,” he said.

“It’s amazing to see how much effort 
people have gone to. They’ve gone out of 
their way to bring in bags from make-up 
shops, hair products and much more.”

Head Girl Grace Truman said many people had donated bags 
of goods, rather than just one item.

“Hopefully it will have a really big positive impact,” said Grace. 
“Our crates were overflowing.”

A representative from Lou’s Place visited IGS to address a 
Legal Studies class, increasing understanding of the challenges 
faced by some members of the community.

Photos:

1. Kyliric Masella, Harriet Ryder, Jade Carr, Chenelle Carr, Lucy 
Howard-Shibuya and Orlando Read celebrating Close the Gap day

2. 2021 Head Boy Orlando Read, 2021 Head Girl Grace Truman,  
Paul Galea, Deputy Principal Students and Campus Life  
Mary Duma and Head of High School Anthony Dennehy stand 
alongside items donated for Lou’s Place
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Photos:

1. Chris O’Brien Communications Manager Kirsty Elliot and CEO Eileen Hannagan

2. Chris O’Brien Lifehouse nurses receive flowers delivered by the IGS community

COMMUNITY

SMILES BLOOM FOR PATIENTS

IGS made a special delivery to the 
patients at Chris O’Brien Lifehouse 
Hospital ahead of Mother’s Day.

Bunches of roses and hand written cards made by Year 9 
students were dropped off to the staff at the Hospital, who 
then distributed them to nurses, doctors, patients and visitors. 

The Chris O’Brien Lifehouse staff thanked IGS students and 
staff for their generosity. 

“The flowers are just so beautiful. It was 
lovely to think someone outside of our own 
families is thinking of us. That’s so special. 
Thank you to the students and teachers for 
this lovely gift,” one patient said.

1.

2.
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YOUNG AND OLD CELEBRATE STEP

After a very successful trial in 2019, Annandale Grove 

Care Community and IGS participated in a unique 

intergenerational program in 2020, called the Seniors 

and Teens Empathy program (STEP).

A group of Year 10 students recently enjoyed their first Seniors 
and teens Empathy session with Annandale Grove residents for 
2021. The students enjoyed meeting with the residents each 
Thursday during lunchtime throughout Term 2.

Program Designer Samantha Heron said due to the program’s 
success in 2020, the program has been extended to more opal 
care communities in 2021.

“I wanted to express my huge thanks to all the IGS students and 
staff that have been involved in the program since 2019, and 
in particular for embracing the move to the virtual program 
in 2020 with so much going on for the school and students,” 
Samantha said.

The Program was recently featured in the first ever Social 
Impact Report for Opal Healthcare.

In 2020, six residents participated in the STEP program, and 
eight students from IGS participated.

The Social Impact Report for Opal Healthcare reported:

• Residents’ mood improved and an increased willingness to 
be involved in other group activities was observed.

• 75 per cent of residents surveyed felt more socially 
connected as a result of being part of the program.

• 100 per cent of residents would recommend the program 
to other residents.

• Students reported improved confidence and social skills in 
talking and connecting with adults.

• Students gained knowledge through learning from the 
personal and lived experience of older Australians.

IGS Principal Shauna Colnan commended the program for 
giving students the opportunity to strive and flourish through 
real world service learning in the local community.

“This is a program in altruism. We are proud 
of our students for playing their part to 
reduce levels of loneliness and isolation in 
the elderly, and respecting the experiences 
and learning from the wisdom of our elders.”

Annandale Grove’s Lifestyle Coordinator Justin David, said it 
was a joy to see the residents gleeful expressions throughout 
the program.

“You wholesomely incorporated the true definition of what 
meaningful engagement should look like. I truly hope you 
understand the impact you bring to our residents’ lives and 
I’m sure, the students as well,” Justin said.

Samantha said there were many highlights from the first 
session.

“Ollie and Ed enjoyed getting to know a little about Emma  
who was born and raised in Malta, and you could almost taste 
the freshness of the fruit from her childhood as she described 
her parents farm where she was raised as one of 17 children,” 
she said.

“Ed and Ollie shared their reasons for taking part in STEP, like 
getting to know people they wouldn’t usually get to know.”
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IGS PARENTS HELP 
PLAN BIG IDEAS

COMMUNITY

As Ultimo streets and buildings transform to greener, more vertical and 
more mobile spaces around us, IGS is reimagining the future.

IGS Principal Shauna Colnan warmly welcomed parents to  
the new Bibliothèque to “think big” about how IGS relates  
to emerging opportunities as Sydney embraces change like 
never before.

UTS Professor of Architecture Anthony Burke and IGS Board 
Director Michael Heenan shared a compelling and inspiring 
vision of the transformation that is underway that will turn 
Ultimo and its surrounds into an exciting international 24/7 
hub over the next 20 years.

IGS is centred between changes set to take place at the 
Sydney Fish markets, Central Station (Sydney’s Tech Precinct), 
the Bays Precinct and Glebe as Sydney goes sky high to 
cater for population growth and to take advantage of major 
transport infrastructure investments already well underway.

Within the context of 168 million children being alienated 
from education due to COVID, Ms Colnan invited parents to 
think about UN Secretary General António Guterres’s calls for 
a renaissance in the way humans treat each other, including 
collaboration between governments, and processes driven by 
compassion and solidarity.

“What does this mean at IGS?” Ms Colnan asked.

Parents and carers were invited to name the attributes and 
skills they would like their own children to develop during their 
years at IGS, as the School collaboratively builds the next five-
year Strategic Plan.

“Our mission at IGS is to equip our students 
to be world ready and the new strategic 
areas of action from 2022 are deeper 
learning, students striving and flourishing, 
and a strong and sustainable school,”  
Ms Colnan said.

Ms Colnan talked about the work that she and the Leadership 
Team and the School Board had been focusing on over the 
last 9 months to set some exciting directions for the School’s 
future. The School’s Chair Dr Marie Leech has a special interest 
in the Pyrmont Precinct Development Project and she has 
encouraged the School’s leaders to actively engage with this 
emerging international hub for the benefit of our students and 
for our school community into the future.

1.

IGS PARENTS HELP 
PLAN BIG IDEAS
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Photos:

1. IGS Principal Shauna Colnan

2. Parents at the Conversation Evening

3. UTS Professor of Architecture Anthony Burke and IGS Board 
Director Michael Heenan

4 and 5. IGS staff, parents, carers and students brainstorm ideas 
for the future

Drawing from international trends, Michael Heenan spoke 
of “unlocking the streets”, of more children and parents 
commuting via scooters, and the proliferation of autonomous 
vehicles.

He spoke of potential opportunities for students to learn with 
local businesses such as the revamped Powerhouse Museum, 
the ABC and Atlassian which is relocating to Central, and for 
classes to be held outside in parks and closed off streets.

“We are in the centre of all that planning of this part of the city,” 
Mr Heenan said. 

Anthony Burke said UTS boundaries were now considered 
“porous” and that IGS classes could also flow out of the 
School’s buildings and into surrounding parks and other open 
spaces, including into open space floors of new buildings.

“This is one of those moments which are really really rare,” 
Professor Burke said.

“It’s easy to talk about what’s wrong with things. It’s so rare to 
be able to ask ‘why not?’”

“Think big ideas and let it go right out 
there,” he said, adding that IGS was now 
in the centre of an “innovation corridor” 
encompassing Harris Street, Redfern and 
the Powerhouse.

He said IGS could consider offering classes outside of regular 
school hours, with class content also up for reinvention.

He spoke of students potentially working with start-up 
companies or studying sustainable aquaculture at the new fish 
markets, as well as students entertaining workers, residents 
and visitors with Drama and Music performances in nearby 
buildings and open spaces.

“We can really activate this neighbourhood 
in a positive way.”

Parent responses are being compiled and considered 
alongside student and staff comments as the new strategic 
plan takes shape.  

Congratulations and thanks to Carmela Reznik of Year 11 and 
her accompanist Laura McDonald who entertained guests 
upon arrival.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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FORGING THE  
FUTURE TOGETHER
FORGING THE  
FUTURE TOGETHER

IGS staff, students and the community joined forces to interrogate the 
heritage and future of Ultimo and the School.

Together, they examined current teaching, learning and 
sustainability practices to help create the new IGS Strategic 
Plan Into the World 2022-2026.

BRIDGING PAST, PRESENT AND 
FUTURE TO DEEPEN LEARNING

Deputy Principal Academic Operations Lisa Kelliher 

took her team to the northern end of the Sydney 

Harbour Bridge to consider the meaning of the current 

aspiration of “limitless learning” and how it might differ 

from the emerging aspiration of “deeper learning”.

As her team walked across the bridge, they reflected on the 
initial logo chosen for IGS by the School’s founder, the late 
Reg St Leon OAM; the Sydney Harbour Bridge with the word 
“excellence” beneath.

Half way across, they reflected on 
their roles in reflecting the IGS values 
of vibrancy, connectedness, diversity, 
personal achievement and authenticity  
in their work.

At the southern end, the team considered the adaptive 
leadership, collegiality and collaboration required to build the 
bridge nearly 80 years ago.

They also considered the role of disruption, personified by 
de Groot who upstaged the NSW Premier at the opening 
ceremony by charging across the bridge on a horse and 
cutting the ribbon ahead of him. 

While disruption was sometimes annoying, Lisa pointed 
out, disruptive thinking could also be powerful and radical, 
particularly at a time of strategic planning.

At the top of the pylon, her team members saw Sydney from 
a fresh perspective, allowing them to examine the School from 
the point of view of fellow stakeholders, such as students, other 
staff, parents, carers, alumni and other community members.

STRATEGIC PLAN

1.
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SPACES WHERE STUDENTS THRIVE 
AND FLOURISH

Deputy Principal Students and Campus Life Mary Duma 

arranged for her team members to seek inspiration 

from IGS Kelly Street architect Di Jones and Seeds 

of the Future mural artist Lloyd Keleman who were 

invited back to the 4-8 Kelly Street campus they 

created 25 years ago.

Her team considered the current aspiration of “empowered 
students” which will become “students thriving and flourishing” 
in the new plan, including the influences of diverse learning 
spaces and opportunities, both local and international, on the 
character of an IGS student.

Her team then became students, to 
experience learning at the hands of 
creative IGS students Head Girl and 
filmmaker Grace Truman and Head Boy 
and baker Orlando Read.

Their goals included identifying teaching and learning practices 
which nurtured students in the best possible ways.

Photos:

1. Class of 2021 Head Girl Grace Truman with Teachers Michelle Weir 
and David Engelbert

2. Grace Truman presents to IGS teachers

3. Deputy Principal Students and Campus Life Mary Duma

4. Teachers Michelle Tenkate and David Smith

2.

3.

4.
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Photos:

1. Anthony Burke, Michael Heenan and Principal Shauna Colnan

2. CEO and Principal Design of AJ+C Michael Heenan

3. IGS parent, UTS Professor and Board Director Anthony Burke

STRATEGIC PLAN

WINDOWS TO THE FUTURE

Further brainstorming and planning took the form of a 

Parent Conversation hosted on 1 June by IGS Principal 

Shauna Colnan in the IGS Bibliothèque with parents, 

carers, staff and student representatives.

Eminent IGS parents UTS Professor Anthony Burke and Board 
Director Michael Heenan presented a compelling and inspiring 
vision of the transformation that is underway that will turn 
Ultimo and its surrounds into an exciting international 24/7 hub 
over the next 20 years.

As well as being proud dad of Alec in Year 12 and Elyse in  
Year 10, Anthony Burke is the Professor of Architecture 
and Course Director for the Master of Architecture in the 
Faculty of Design Architecture and Building at the University 
of Technology Sydney. He is recognised internationally for 
his work in architectural design, curation and commentary, 
specialising in contemporary design theory at the 
intersection of technology, urbanism and practice. Anthony 
is researching Australia’s architectural history with a specific 
focus on Sydney’s emerging new wave of “city changing 
projects” reshaping the Sydney CBD. He serves on numerous 
design excellence review panels and committees in Design 
and Architecture.

1.
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A STRONG AND SUSTAINABLE 
SCHOOL 

IGS Financial Controller Alana Scadden, Head 

of Finance Hannes Roos and their diverse team 

explored the ways in which the current “sustainable 

futures” strategic aspiration should become “a 

strong and sustainable school” in the new plan.

They began with a team building exercise in which two 
groups competed to escape first from identical escape 
rooms, which tested and strengthened participants’ 
creative and collaborative abilities.

Upon escaping, team members moved to the inspiring 
spaces of Camperdown Commons to identify aspects 
of a sustainable school. They examined the history of 
Ultimo, heard from IGS Head of Sustainability Carmelo 
Fedele and looked at NSW Government plans for 
the Ultimo area, including an Innovation Corridor, 
Bays Precinct Transformation Plan, and Sydney Fish 
Market Redevelopment. Further research followed 
and team members contributed to recommendations 
for integrating opportunities for IGS students with 
improvements in the neighbourhood.

Michael Heenan is the CEO and Principal, Design, of leading 
Australian design firm, AJ+C. He is an award winning architect 
with an impressive portfolio that spans sectors and ranges in 
size from luxury private residences to the master planning of 
new cities and Olympic venues. His designs for the Sydney Fish 
Market Reference Project and Berry Sports and Recreation Hall 
were named the Future Project of the Year and the Best Sports 
Building at the World Architecture Festival respectively. 

During the evening, parents and carers 
reflected on what they love about an  
IGS education for their children, and 
provided feedback about the attributes 
and qualities they would like their child  
to take into their lives upon graduating.

Principal Colnan will present the new strategic plan to the  
IGS Community on Speech Night on 7 December 2021. 

3.2.
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STRATEGIC PLAN

MEASURING PROGRESS 
AGAINST OUR PLANS

In the 37th year of IGS, the creation of 
our next five-year strategic plan offers 
the opportunity to look back at the most 
recent plan, Into the World 2016-2021. 
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Introduced The SAGE Program, a continuum of project-
based learning experiences for students in the middle years, 
including the Shakespeare Bootcamp for Year 7, The Rocks 
Quest for Year 8 which won a NSW Heritage Award, Opera 
on Kelly Street for Year 9 and Tasmania: Writing the Island 
for Year 10

Introduced Chinese culture and language immersion from 
Early Learning as a major strategic initiative to expand the 
core language program of the School

Expanded global learning opportunities for students and 
staff at Oxford University, NASA Space Camp, High Tech 
High in San Diego, Art and Design Tour to New York, Paris, 
Florence and Berlin, and formed a new partnership with The 
British International School of New York

Expanded the curriculum by introducing Philosophy from 
Years 5 to 10, Aboriginal Studies, Legal Studies, Science 
Extension, Investigating Science, Mathematics Acceleration 
for the HSC, Critical and Creative Thinking, Commerce, 
Photographic and Digital Media, Textiles  
and Design, Drama in Stage 4, Physical Activity and Sports 
Studies

Introduced a new student leadership structure that included 
portfolio leaders of the Bibliothèque, Sustainability, Drama, 
Music, Sport, Languages and STEM

Introduced student effort grades for students in 
Kindergarten to Year 12, to build effort, grit and work 
ethic across the school’s culture and a new reporting 
system

Introduced The Global Scholars Prize

Introduced the era of the Broadway Musical to IGS

Created new rituals such as The Year 12 Graduation 
Dinner and the Teddy Bears’ Picnic for Kindergarten

Created the New York and London IGS Alumni Chapter

Adopted the Apple platform across the campus and 
introduced new learning management systems Canvas and 
Seesaw

Introduced new roles such as Head of Early Learning, Heads 
of Year, Heads of Stage, Head of Indigenous Education, 
School Nurse, Careers Advisor

Introduced the School’s first Head of Sustainability and 
Sustainability Framework

Supported Year 12 students to achieve early entry into 
university ahead of their HSC

Introduced the IGS Therapy Dog program

Gently increased the School’s enrolments over 5 years  
by 100 students from 1200 to 1300

Secured, reimagined and redesigned the campus by 
developing the School’s first Master Plan, after partnering 
with UTS Professor of Architecture Deborah Asher 
Barnstone, UTS Masters students, RobertsDay Architects, 
and then securing BVN as IGS architects 

Secured a 30-year lease from The City of Sydney on  
The Kelly Street Property

Purchased the Bay Street Property to house Year 12 Art 
Studios, Harvard Rooms for staff collaboration and the 
Business Office

Constructed the Global Learning Centre in the  
Kerrie Murphy Building for the teaching and learning  
of Languages

Constructed the Bibliothèque which has been awarded the 
highly coveted award, from the Australasian Association 
for Learning Environments in the category of renovation 
and modernisation under $5m.

Constructed the Colleagues’ Lounge

The Design Centre and D&T Lane

Constructed the Centre for the Dramatic Arts and the 
Commedia Playhouse

Constructed the Year 12 Study Space

Constructed the Science Laboratories

Constructed the Year 6 Centre

Constructed the Peace Garden

Constructed the Fitness Centre

Constructed the Wellbeing Centre and Counsellors’ Suite

Constructed the Literarium

Constructed the Imaginarium

Constructed a new canteen

*subject to COVID-19 lockdown restrictions

WHAT DID WE ACHIEVE UNDER OUR STRATEGIC PLAN  
OVER THE LAST SIX YEARS?

Under the aspirations of Limitless Learning, Empowered Students and Sustainable Future, IGS:

JIGSAW 2021
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Photos:

1. Deputy Principal Students and Campus Life Mary Duma, Architect 
Di Jones, Artist Lloyd Keleman, 2021 Head Girl Grace Truman and 
2021 Head Boy Orlando Read in front of the School mural

2. Artists work on the mural

3. IGS students working on pieces for the mural

4. The mural starts to be installed onto the wall of the School

IGS Deputy Principal Students and 
Campus Life Mary Duma, with Head 
Girl Grace Truman and Head Boy 
Orlando Read had the pleasure of 
welcoming IGS architect Di Jones 
and Mural artist Lloyd Kelemen 
during the Term 1 break.

“I was honoured to welcome back to IGS, Architect Di Jones 
and mural artist Lloyd Kelemen, whose creative investments 
in our School 25 years ago have stood the test of time,” 
Deputy Principal Mary Duma said.

Mary, joined by Grace and Orlando, sat down with Di and 
Lloyd to discuss their careers, how they came to be involved 
in the creation of IGS, the visual and historical elements they 
included in their work at IGS, and what it means to revisit the 
School 25 years later.

The IGS mural, titled Seeds of the Future, was a collaborative 
project by husband and wife team, Lloyd Kelemen and  
Jenny Crooke.

Lloyd and Jenny developed the project in 
close consultation with the architectural 
group Peddle Thorp and Walker Architects, 
to ensure the work of art complimented 
the new exterior of the International 
Grammar School building.

At the time, the IGS community was invited to participate in 
the creation of the work by making ceramic pieces that were 
incorporated into the design. A number of IGS students had 
the opportunity to create pieces of artwork.

Lloyd reflected on how he assembled the mural, tile by tile, on 
the existing wall that IGS students and members of the public 
walk by daily.

In 1997, IGS moved into the Kelly Street building, on the 
historical site of the Dalgety Wool Store. The design of the 
building and mural reflect the School’s inner-city Sydney 
location, incorporating the building’s historic façade with 
modern aesthetics.

We thank Lloyd Keleman for sharing these photos from when 
the mural was being made.

3.

4.
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SAYING ‘SORRY’ JUST THE START

Year 4 students have been considering the 

importance of Sorry Day.

The students created artworks using Aboriginal dot 
painting techniques and wrote their thoughts on the other 
side.

Miller: We are sorry for what we have done.

Kinga: I think Sorry Day is very important. I think you do 
more than say “sorry”. You should protest and make a 
website about all these important things. We are sorry 
for everything we have done. There are lots of bad things 
that have happened to Aboriginal people like not being 
accepted, and being stolen.

Oliver: Sorry Day isn’t really just about 
saying sorry. It’s about recognising that 
we did something wrong to our friends. 
We separated them from their families.

Chiara: It’s about remembering what we have done wrong 
in the past, for not accepting Aboriginal people and their 
way of life and not including them. It’s about doing better 
in the future.

Miranda: Sorry Day is more than just words. I think former 
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd’s apology speech was really 
important to all Indigenous people.

THERAPY DOG

The research is clear. The presence of a therapy dog in 

a School brings benefits to the students. "Oh my dog" 

was the response as Pepper Potts and Lucca, the new 

IGS therapy dogs arrived for their first day of School.

Pepper and Lucca are therapy dogs from Paws Pet Therapy.

They both have the very special job of providing a sense of 
calm to our students, as well as a cuddle for whoever may 
want one.

Pepper will join IGS every second Tuesday, and Lucca will visit 
every second Thursday.

Accompanied by her owner Christina, Pepper’s first day at 
School involved a visit to IGS Principal Shauna Colnan, then 
greeting some of our Primary and High School students  
and staff.

Christina said Pepper’s favourite thing in the world is to be 
patted, so visiting IGS is her dream job.

“She loves people and this is one way  
to satisfy her needs while also helping  
others,” Christina said.

“We will be led by what the students want. Her job is to be 
cuddled and to be loved. What we notice and love about pet 
therapy is that we mirror the emotions of the dog. A calm 
dog will help calm a human down.”

Photos:

1. Principal Shauna Colnan and Year 8 student Samuel greeting 
Therapy Dog Lucca

2. Students Harri, Max, Austin and Inez delighted to see Pepper 
and her owner Christina

3. Student artworks for Sorry Day

2.

3.
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FAREWELL FROM IGS DIRECTOR OF 
ADVANCEMENT

After spending a wonderful year with her 
daughter Camille (Millie) while on maternity 
leave, and eight successful years at IGS building 
our Alumni community, establishing the IGS 
Giving Day and other philanthropic initiatives, 
Julia has decided to pursue her recently  
created floristry business, Flowers by Julia G. 

I feel extremely fortunate to have been able to spend this special time on 
maternity leave, and now to be able to pursue floristry and spend more time 
with Millie.

I hope that you are coping during the pandemic, these are really tricky times 
and if you need any support please reach out to us and to one another. I am 
really excited about our new online alumni community, and urge you to join us 
there to connect. You can also advertise your business through our business 
directory, and find out about future reunions and events when we are able to 
hold them once more. 

Please visit the following link: https://community.igssyd.nsw.edu.au/homepage

Please reach out to the IGS community to keep in touch and to share your 
news with us.

Julia Glass (2003) 
Director of Advancement

NEW HOME FOR LITERATURE 
TREASURES

A treasure trove of significant books has been 

donated to International Grammar School.

Former Chair of English at the University of Sydney Professor 
Anthony Miller pricked up his ears when he heard that 
International Grammar School (IGS) has a Bibliothèque and 
teaches languages from Preschool to Year 12.

Professor Miller was seeking a new home for his collection 
of about 150 works, the “greatest poetry and prose in the 
English language from the late 1300s to the present day” as 
he and his wife, Maggie, downsized.

The inner city location of IGS also appealed to him, as it 
reminded him of his own city-based former school, Perth 

Modern School, in Western Australia.

“I felt a synergy,” he said. 

The Professor Anthony Miller collection is in the Max Meyer Reading Room of 
the IGS Bibliothèque.

IGS Principal Shauna Colnan welcomed the precious collection.

The IGS community is immensely grateful for this generous gift, which will 
enrich the lives of our community for decades to come.

1.

COMMUNITY AND ALUMNI

2.

1.

Photos:

1. IGS Director of Advancement Julia Glass 
and her daughter Camille

2. Bibliothèque Deputy Director Patrice 
Marchbank with Director Jenny Williams, 
Head of English Thom Marchbank, IGS 
Principal Shauna Colnan and benefactors 
Professor Anthony Miller and his wife, Maggie
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BIBLIOTHÈQUE GIFT DELIGHTS  
AND EDUCATES

IGS Principal Shauna Colnan  
welcomed an extraordinary gift 
from IGS parent Professor  
Allan Snyder and his family for  
the new Bibliothèque.

The Snyder family’s unprecedented What’s Next? gift will build 
resources that will spark the curiosity of IGS students aged 3 
to 18 and inspire them for many years to come.

“We could not be more grateful that Professor Snyder and his 
family have taken such an interest in our School and the new 
Bibliothèque,” Ms Colnan said.

“It’s been exhilarating to meet Professor 
Snyder, whose widely acknowledged 
qualifications, achievements and 
contributions are remarkable.”

Professor Snyder met Ms Colnan, Bibliothèque Director Jenny 
Williams and Assistant Director Patrice Marchbank to swap 
ideas about resources as diverse as popular science journals, 
and the Why Is It So? ABC television shows of Professor Julius 
Sumner Miller of last century.

Professor Snyder is particularly interested in human endeavour 
beyond the edges of what is already known.

The former Guggenheim Fellow at Yale University School of 
Medicine and Royal Society Research Fellow at the Physiology 
Laboratories of Cambridge University is a graduate of 
Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and 
University College London.

Dr Snyder’s research career began with insect vision, light 
transmission in optical fibre for communication and extended 
into mind sciences. He has an abiding interest in understanding 
how the minds of savants perceive and interpret the world, 
and how to activate some aspects of savant brain function in 
non-savant individuals.

Dr Snyder was the Creator and Chairman of the “What Makes 
a Champion?” forum, an official Olympic cultural event first 
held at the Sydney 2000, then again Beijing in 2008. His What 
Makes a Champion? book includes entries from 50 champions 
from all walks of life including Nelson Mandela along with other 
stellar achievers.

“Do all champions share some fundamental characteristic that 
ensures success?”

“What gives a great athlete, artist or scientist the ability to 
achieve extraordinary things? Is it sheer passion for what they 
do? Strength acquired through adversity?

“Can champions be crafted, or do they 
simply emerge through talent, personality 
and force of circumstances?”

His book explores questions such as these.

Among other accolades, Dr Snyder was elected a Fellow of 
the Royal Society of London in 1990 cited for his advances 
in insect vision, optical fibre transmission, and is the recipient 
of their 2001 Clifford Paterson Prize. He was also awarded 
the Marconi International prize the world’s “foremost prize in 
communication and information technology”.

Allan Snyder was the foundation director of the Centre for the 
Mind, a joint venture of the Australian National University and 
the University of Sydney.

“At IGS, we are profoundly grateful for this gift from the Snyder 
family,” Ms Colnan said.
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CLASS OF 2020 
HOLD A ‘UNIQUE 
PLACE IN HISTORY’

CLASS OF 2020

Our ‘inspiring’ Class of 2020 Year 12 students will hold ‘a unique place’ in 
IGS history.

IGS Principal Shauna Colnan congratulated them for taking 
their place “at the head of that long winding train of IGS 
graduates, reaching back 37 years to our School’s beginnings”: 

“Your place in that story will be unique: the 
remarkable Class of 2020 that weathered 
the storm of a global pandemic, that studied 
the HSC for a time at home, that grew in 
self-knowledge and demonstrated wisdom 
beyond your years, that showed courage 
and grace, that achieved so much, and 
ultimately, that came through it all. We will 
remember you for this and so much more,” 
Ms Colnan said.

“Because nine months of pandemic cannot overshadow the 
special contribution they have made to our school. Faced 
with challenges like no year group has faced, each of you 
set your sights on the goal ahead and overcame seemingly 
insurmountable obstacles. As you did so, you discovered truths 
about yourselves and about each other. You dug deep and 
found strengths that perhaps you didn’t know you had.

“I have watched the dignified way in which you have carried 
yourselves and I have seen your fortitude at close quarters, 
reminding me of the words of that great French writer Albert 
Camus who wrote “In the midst of winter, I found there was, 
within me, an invincible summer. And that makes me happy. 
For it says that no matter how hard the world pushes against 
me, within me, there’s something stronger – something better, 
pushing right back.”

“You have been a source of inspiration to  
us all.”

1.

CLASS OF 2020 
HOLD A ‘UNIQUE 
PLACE IN HISTORY’
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Photos:

1. Astrid McKinley, Amelia Milne, Eve Mitchell-James, Teresa Orlay 
and Archie Schwartz

2. Emi Imaizumi Zhou, Bridget Milkovitsch, Ryan Kitchin, Conor 
Horgan, Lachlan Kerr, Alissa Marouani, Declan McDonald, Jack 
Holden

3. Class of 2020 at their Graduation Assembly

4. Annabelle O’Reilly, Marcello Paul, Maximus Stolikas and  
Kera Pulman

Class of 2020 Alumna Amelie Kenney reflected on the 
special moments she said she will treasure, and how she felt 
about leaving IGS in late 2020.

“As I prepare to leave the magenta walls and jacaranda trees 
of Kelly Street, it’s the smaller memories I will relish most. 
Drinking tea in Chemistry. Looking for birds in the drama 
space. Passionate debates about Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes. 
Most of all I’ll miss growing up in an environment supported 
by people who really care. Teachers who wade through 
oceans of near illegible handwriting, who mark papers through 
pneumonia and under UV light. Teachers, students and staff 
who wave hello en route to class to make sure you’re okay.

4.
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RECORD UNIVERSITY 
OFFERS FOR CLASS 
OF 2020

Members of the IGS Class of 2020 

achieved a record 52 early university 

offers to their courses of choice.

A number of IGS Class of 2020 students 
received unconditional offers to study at 
university in 2021 through the Schools 
Recommendations Scheme (SRS).

This early entry program is administered 
through the Universities Admissions 
Centre (UAC) and takes into consideration 
Year 11 results and the School’s rating 
of student aptitudes and suitability for 
university study.

“I feel relieved that I have  
an offer,” said one student.  
“I was worried that I wouldn’t 
get the marks I needed and 
now I know I can study what  
I wanted.”

SRS, along with other direct early entry 
schemes, allows students to be accepted 
into a university course without relying on 
their ATAR.

“It’s about creating options for our 
students,” said IGS Careers Advisor 
Amelia Phillips.

“Students who actively apply for a 
range of early entry programs also build 
valuable enterprise skills”.

With the exception of SRS, many 
direct early entry programs require 
students to write personal statements 
and demonstrate their leadership skills, 
community involvement and unique 
abilities, whether these are creative, 
sporting or academic.

“Year 11 efforts and results play an 
important role.”

“These early entry programs are not new. 
However, the challenges that students 
faced in 2020 raised the profile of early 
entry programs.

“At IGS, we will continue to encourage 
students to apply for early entry to ensure 
that those students wishing to pursue 
their tertiary education at university 
maximise their chances for entry.”

AMÉLIE KENNEY
After graduating, Amélie moved overseas to 
begin what she anticipated being  
a gap year.

She spent three months in Paris teaching 
English to French children.

She had been accepted into the Australian 
National University, but being in COVID 
lockdown in France, Amélie applied for 

Science Po Paris, a leading school in politics and government in France. 

“At the end of April I left to Chicago in the United States to take care of my 
grandparents and to get vaccinated, and once I had been vaccinated I spent a 
few months travelling around the United States through Texas, Georgia, Arizona, 
South Carolina, North Carolina and Washington DC, before coming back to 
Chicago where I learnt that I had been accepted to university,” she said.

“I accepted the offer and I moved to Reims, the ‘city of kings’, where I am now 
studying political humanities and government at Sciences Po Paris.

“It has been a very interesting year, and though at university I am finding many 
interesting cultural differences in terms of the Francophone versus Anglophone 
writing traditions and styles, I must say that my final year at IGS and the support 
from my teachers at IGS has really prepared me well for studying abroad in a 
very different and challenging academic environment.”

AVA JENKIN
In 2021, Ava began studying a double 
degree in Arts, majoring in Sociology and 
International Studies at Sydney University.

“This degree appealed to me as it allowed me 
to learn about socio-political affairs from a 
global perspective in International studies, 
and also major in Sociology,” Ava said.

“Since April, I have been working a part-time 
job as a waitress/bartender at a Japanese Restaurant in Haymarket. 

“Though, like most people this year, the COVID pandemic has made some 
changes to my plans, for worse and for better. Although I haven’t been able to 
go back to work, I have had the time to reconsider what I want to be doing for 
the rest of the year. I have now added a course in Creative Writing to my degree, 
realising that it will help me through this lockdown to have a creative outlet.”

AVA THOMAS
Ava is studying at The Australian National 
University, completing a Bachelor of 
Advanced Science, with a view towards a 
major in evolution, ecology and organismal 
biology and a chemistry minor. 

CLASS OF 2020: WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
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ELIZA 
BRUNSDON
Eliza is studying a double 
degree of Law and Arts, 
Majoring in French Studies 
at Macquarie University. She 
is involved in competitions 
with her University’s Law 
Society, while also working 
full time across three jobs.

RYAN KITCHIN
IGS Alumnus Ryan 
Kitchin (2020) will study 
a Bachelor of Arts in 
Sports Management at 
Southwestern College, 
Kansas.

“The idea of being able to 
play tennis at a high level 
in the US college system as 

well as the chance to study the university degree I wanted, 
made the opportunity to go to college in the USA too good 
to pass up,” Ryan said.

Ryan, who has played tennis from a young age, said his 
passion for the sport increased with age and he hopes to play 
professionally after college.

“For IGS students interested in pursuing a US college pathway,  
I would highly recommend considering it as an option after 
High School, as the opportunity to study and play sport at a 
US College is a once in a lifetime opportunity,” he said.

“My time at IGS was filled with amazing people who made 
everyday unforgettable. All of my teachers in Year 12, who were 
all so passionate about their subjects, really encouraged me to 
pursue the study path which I am most passionate about.”

BENJAMIN HAYES
Benjamin is studying 
Economics, International 
Relations and Marketing at 
the University of Sydney. He 
occasionally works at IGS in 
the PDHPE Department, as 
well as football coaching at 
university. 

Despite COVID putting 
his work and coaching on hold, Benjamin said he is looking 
forward to summer and getting out again.

PARKER FLORIS
2020 Head Boy Parker Floris 
is studying a Bachelor of 
Media, Public Relations 
and Advertising at UNSW, 
and will soon transfer into 
a double bachelor degree 
in Commerce and Media. 
He co-manages the social 
media for one of UNSW’s 

student publications, Blitz UNSW, and produces, edits and 
directs videos for Blitz. Parker is also a freelance photographer 
and videographer, and works in video editing and social media 
strategy for a number of production companies, creatives 
and businesses. He recently joined a startup called Sydney 
Creatives.

Some of his work has been displayed in City of Sydney  
What’s On, Humanitix, NSW Government Bulletin - Minister for 
the Arts, Time Out Sydney and Weekend Notes.

LANA CREDAZZI
After graduating from IGS, 
Lana started attending 
Australian Catholic 
University, where she is 
studying a double degree in 
Psychological Science and a 
Bachelor of Arts.

She has also been working 
part-time in retail.

TESS ORLAY
Tess took a gap year in 
2021 and has been mostly 
working and travelling 
through Australia and  
New Zealand.

In April she moved 
to Hamilton Island in 
Queensland where she 
worked and stayed for  
three months.

She then moved to New Zealand to spend time with family and 
to catch the ski season in Queenstown. 

She is now living in Italy seeing some friends, and plans to visit 
Greece, Spain, and Portugal before returning home to Sydney 
for the summer. 

“The year was nothing like I had imagined it back in high School 
when planning the typical gap year, but with some crazy luck 
and many last-minute decisions, it has turned into the best 
year of my life so far,” Tess said.
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IGS PARENTS 
REFLECT

1.

IGS parents Jacqueline Hellyer and Simon Williamson are celebrating  
23 years in the International Grammar School community.

Their children are Ryan (2013), Claudia (2019) and current  
Year 12 student Louis Williamson.

Jacqueline said there was a lot to love about IGS.

“IGS encourages passions,” she said. “I’ve always loved that 
about the school.

“The kids are allowed to be themselves and are encouraged to 
be themselves rather than to be moulded into something.

“I’m really grateful to have had IGS. I’m not sure what other 
school we would have sent them to. It’s such a perfect match.

“I’m glad that IGS exists. It has looked after 
my children for 23 years. It has helped 
bring them up into the fabulous young 
humans that they are.”

Prior to enrolling Ryan at IGS, Jacqueline attended an 
information session at the School, about developing “a whole 
child”. The session inspired her to enrol Ryan, followed by 
Claudia and Louis.

“We also loved the emphasis on languages. Myself and Simon 
speak multiple languages, when we found out there was an 
opportunity for bilingual language we thought, ‘fantastic’!

“There was lots of music and art, and the place just had such a 
great vibe about it.

“I loved that it was co-educational. There’s not a lot of choice 
for co-ed in the private schools field.” She also loved the fact 
IGS is not selective.

When she asked her eldest son Ryan how he would best 
describe the school, he said IGS was “relentlessly supportive”.

“All my children liked the fact that while IGS was a private 
school, there are lots of opportunities. It never felt like a gated 
community,” she said.

Ryan liked the diversity of households in the community and 
that Mrs Murphy’s speeches were so interesting.

“They all had memories of the odd thing here and there and 
had favourite teachers.

“Claudia loved the fact that she could wear her uniform her own 
way. She had a unique way of presenting herself. I used to love 
the way she would make her uniform look each day. It was just 
extraordinary. She said she was allowed to be herself.”

COMMUNITY

IGS PARENTS  
REFLECT
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Photos:

1. Celebrating Class of 2021 student Louis Williamson and his family

2. Oscar (2014) and Class of 2021 Head Boy Orlando Read

3.

After graduating from IGS, Ryan (2013) achieved first class 
Honours in Design at COFA and first class Masters in font 
design at Reading University. He now works as a font designer 
in England.

“Ryan said the teachers at IGS were really supportive of his 
goals and said to go for it.”

Claudia is undertaking her second year of sound engineering. 
She also runs an upcycling store online and works as a 
receptionist at a hairdresser.

“They have beautiful values, and they all love sustainability,”  
she said.

Louis, who particularly has a passion and drive for 
sustainability and human rights, is considering a career in 
social science or politics.

“He loves languages. If he can, he will take a year off and go 
overseas to study languages further,” Jacqueline said.

Louis is currently studying French, Indigenous Studies, 
Advanced English, Maths, Geography and Drama.

Jacqueline said it felt bittersweet to be saying goodbye to  
IGS after 23 years.

“It has been a really nice journey. I do hope I get to come back. 
Ryan said he would love to send his kids to IGS.”

IGS A ‘WARM, SUPPORTIVE AND 
NURTURING FAMILY’

IGS parents Emma Collison and Brendan Read said they 

instantly fell in love with IGS.

“It was immediately evident that IGS was a warm, supportive 
and nurturing family,” Emma said.

Their sons are Oscar (2014) and current Year 12 student and 
Head Boy Orlando.

“In the mid ‘90s I worked with Synergy Percussion,” Emma said. 
“Musician Michael Askill who sent his three boys to IGS, raved 

about the School’s excellent music and language programs.

“Due to the fact that I am an arts and entertainment publicist 
and Brendan is a photographer, we always knew that we 
wanted our boys to go to a creative school,” Emma said.

“We also wanted a co-educational school, so this 
recommendation was the perfect opportunity. The School 
has allowed the boys to develop their own creative interests. 
Orlando’s is baking and Oscar’s is architecture.

“We loved the warm, friendly and relaxed environment that the 
children were immersed in. When both boys were in Preschool, 
it never seemed like a daunting task asking young children to 
learn a foreign language.

“They both fell in love with language and still love it today. 
Oscar went on to complete French Continuers and French 
Extension in Year 12 and Orlando completed French 
Continuers, accelerated in Year 11.”

Brendan said the daily kindness, constant care and compassion 
were what impressed them most.

“IGS produces wonderful humans which the world needs,”  
he said.

“Over the past 21 years, IGS has played a 
huge role in our families’ lives.”

Emma said the School is very supportive and caring to both 
students and parents “on so many levels”.

“I had a serious accident back in 2007, Orlando was only in 
Preschool. Mr Bird came to see me in hospital, parents kindly 
dropped off food to our family and assisted driving the 
children to school. The IGS love and support was massive,”  
she said.

Brendan recalled an IGS Open Day, where he watched a 
“gorgeous huddle of tiny children all reciting Japanese during  
a language class”.

“It made a big impression that children could all be together as 
one, learning cross culturally. Watching speech nights for many 
years, I witnessed hundreds of children each year leaving with 
life time friends. IGS allows for differences. It embraces it.  
Vive la difference!”

They said one of the highlights of being a part of the IGS 
community was witnessing the life-changing experiences 
offered to students.

“Through IGS, our boys have become respectful and 
independent creative thinkers and we are most grateful. One 
of the many great things about IGS is the valuable overseas 
exchange programs.”

2.
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FELIX SECURES 
EARLY UNIVERSITY 
OFFER

IGS wishes to congratulate 

Year 12 student and inaugural 

student leader of the 

Bibliothèque, Felix Tonkin for 

securing an early offer from the 

Australian National University 

in Canberra.

Felix, who plans to study a Bachelor of Politics, Philosophy  
and Economics, said he looks forward to continuing his studies 
at a postgraduate level, with the possibility of eventually 
working in academia.

"Exploring complex political and 
philosophical concepts really excites me  
as a future career path," he said.

"I have always been fascinated with the big picture things, how 
societies function and how groups of people make decisions. 
So seeing a course that combined the disciplines of philosophy, 
political studies, and economics into a broad and holistic lens  
of analysis really interested me."

Felix said the experience studying political philosopher Hannah 
Arendt in Extension 2 English helped to kindle his interest in the 
particular area.

"Similarly, my long and fascinating discussions of philosophical 
questions surrounding evil and human nature with IGS Historian 
in Residence Dr Bruce Dennett shaped my decision to apply for 
this course," he said.

"The vibrant community here at IGS has been really encouraging!

"In such an environment, people are free to pursue their 
educational passions and grow as thinkers. My time at IGS 
has inspired in me a deep passion for learning; one that I see 
woven into the very fabric of the School."

Ms Colnan, who is one of Felix's English Extension 2 teachers, 
paid tribute to him.

"It's exciting to imagine Felix extending upon his love of 
learning and using his incisive intellect and brilliant writing 
skills to study politics, philosophy and economics next year  
at ANU," Ms Colnan said.

"I'm confident that he will absolutely thrive there."

MISCHA RECEIVES EARLY  
UNIVERSITY OFFER

Congratulations to IGS Year 12 student Mischa Belunek, 

who received an early university offer for her first 

preference, Flexible Double Arts, Social, Sciences, 

Business and Science at the Australian National 

University.

Mischa is planning to study international security studies 
alongside a creative course, possibly music or design.

“I’d love to be able to continue my study  
of Japanese alongside these courses.  
I hope by studying these international 
relations to gain an influential position to 
help improve the quality of life of all living 
beings on this planet,” Mischa said.

“I’ve always wanted to help others, a trait I’m honoured to have 
inherited from my mum. Whether that be through volunteering 
on the Duke of Edinburgh’s Program or going on the Red Earth 
excursion. I initially was looking into a Bachelor of Arts at ANU 

1.

2.

CLASS OF 2021

At least 74 members of the IGS Class of 2021 

secured early offers to universities.

Principal Shauna Colnan gave IGS Careers Advisor Amelia 
Phillips a brief at the start of the year to open as many 
opportunities as possible for Year 12 students to gain early 
entry to university.

”It’s wonderful to see our students 
pursuing these opportunities and being 
rewarded with so many reassuring early 
offers, especially given the year we have 
had and the uncertainties our Year 12s 
have had to face,” Ms Colnan said.  
“I couldn’t be more proud of them, all  
of them.”
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Photos:

1. Felix Tonkin secures an early offer to study a Bachelor of Politics, 
Philosophy and Economics

2. Mischa Belunek secures an early offer to study at the Australian 
National University

3 and 4. Natascha Haupt secures an early offer to study a Bachelor 
of Criminal and Community Justice at Western Sydney University

through the Australian Defence Force Academy after spending 
almost every careers expo at their station. However, I was also 
interested in the other courses ANU offered that ADFA did 
not cover. As Erin was already studying and enjoying Canberra 
I thought, ‘What’s the harm in applying now?’ So I began 
the process and became super intrigued by the prospect of 
studying international security studies balanced with a creative 
outlet. So I applied and now have an offer.”

Mischa thanked her Japanese teachers at IGS and added that 
the two exchanges she embarked on in 2019 inspired her to 
continue studying language.

She also thanked Textiles and Design Teacher Ksenija Doic and 
Music Teacher Sarah Travis.

NATASCHA 
SECURES 
EARLY 
UNIVERSITY 
OFFER

Congratulations to 

Natascha Haupt 

for securing an 

early offer to 

study a Bachelor 

of Criminal and 

Community Justice 

at Western Sydney 

University.

Natascha received her offer on 19 August, and said she was 
very happy to hear the news.

“I remember waking up and seeing the email in my 
notifications which led me to FaceTime my mum straight 
away,” Natascha said.

“She is definitely one of my biggest supporters, hence the 
reason why she was quite emotional when I told her. I also 
messaged both my brothers a screenshot of the email which 
made me smile at their responses. 

“I have always been very passionate in pursuing anything to 
do with health care, whether that’s nursing or community 
services. For my main career path, I am working towards 
becoming a social worker, specifically family and youth issues.

“My dream would be to open a foster care home for youth that 
have never had the right care in their past experiences. I have 
a lot of people around me in my life who are in this line of job 
which I do believe inspired me quite a bit, however, I think the 
need for protecting vulnerable people stands out to me.”

Natascha said staff at IGS have helped to shape her chosen 
career path.

In particular, she thanked Paul Galea, who she said was 
extremely helpful in pushing her towards her goals. His 
support led her to apply for an Allied Health TAFE Course, 
which she is currently completing.

“Then, I decided I wanted to do something a bit different.  
Mr Dennehy was my biggest supporter and number one fan 
on this. He knows how to push me to excel.

“I definitely believe he is one of the main reasons I held on 
for so long during High School, even when I felt like giving 
up. I also want to give a special shout-out to Lucy Sensei, 
Mr Manning and Mrs Borger. I wasn’t always easy on these 
amazing teachers, but they never gave up in pushing me to 
do the best I can,” she said.

“After being at IGS for 15 years, there is a 
long list of many highlights and amazing 
experiences that have shaped me to this 
day. One main highlight would definitely 
have to be the Red Earth trip in 2018. Still 
to this day I have so many vivid memories 
of the experiences we all had there.

“IGS has made me grow in ways I never thought I could, and I 
couldn’t be more grateful to have been able to go to a school 
with so much support and incredible experiences. I will miss it.”

 

3.

4.
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JAMISON  
SECURES EARLY  
UNIVERSITY OFFER

Congratulations to IGS Sports 

Leader Jamison Power of 

Year 12, who received three 

early university offers.

Jamison received an early offer 
to study International Security 
Studies at the Australian National 
University, an early offer from 

Macquarie University via their Leaders and Achievers Early 
Entry Scheme, to study a Bachelor of International Studies 
and Bachelor of Laws as well as an offer from University of 
Technology Sydney to study a Bachelor of Criminology and 
Bachelor of International Studies.

Jamison is passionate about following a career path that uses 
his language skills. He also said he wants to help people.

“The course of International Studies interests me as this would 
allow me to use my languages and study overseas for a year. 
The opportunity of being immersed in another culture, learning 
a different way of life, while still studying and speaking 
different languages is something that really attracts me,” 
Jamison said.

“I completed my Italian HSC in 2020 and am doing French 
Beginners, Spanish and Spanish Extension this year.”

His passion for travelling and love of languages stemmed from 
the experiences he had at IGS.

“I would say I have been inspired by my 
love of languages and the times I have 
travelled overseas with the School and  
my family and my Sydney University 
Football team,” he said.

“I went on the Greece History Drama trip and the Italy History 
Drama trip and also went to England and Spain with my 
football team. These are experiences that I will always 
remember. They’ve inspired me to want to continue to learn 
and speak in a variety of languages.

“Throughout my Primary School years right up until my final 
year at IGS, my language teachers have always pushed me 
to constantly improve and be the best version of myself, 
especially my Italian teachers, Vilma Rotellini, Sabrina Casu, 
Maxine Blanda and Nancy Gagliano, all of whom have played a 
key role in shaping me to be the avid language enthusiast I am 
today. They have not only supported me with my learning but 
helped me grow as a person throughout my schooling years.

“As an IGS student, I have loved being a part of the sporting 
community. All of the sporting gala days spent with my friends 
having fun are days that I will remember beyond my schooling 
years, and will definitely outweigh the stress around the HSC.

“I feel proud to have been given the role of Sports Leader, 
though disappointed that COVID impacted what I was able  
to accomplish.”

Jamison thanked IGS for all the opportunities and said he 
would greatly miss the School.

EUAN THOMAS 
SECURES OFFER  
TO STUDY MARINE 
AND ANTARCTIC 
SCIENCE

Congratulations to Euan 

Thomas, who received an 

early offer to study a Bachelor 

of Marine and Antarctic 

Science at the University of 

Tasmania (UTAS).

“I have always wanted to work in the ocean 
or with marine life, so doing something 
with marine biology has always been a 
path I wanted to take to achieve this  
goal,” Euan said.

“I have always been fascinated by the ocean and since  
getting my scuba license in 2016, I realised that I was 
interested in pursuing a career path working in the ocean  
and with marine life.”

When asked what inspired his interest in this field, Euan 
noted his Year 11 Geography Teacher Carmelo Fedele, who 
introduced him to a practical Marine Biology Course at the 
University of Tasmania. Euan also visited Maria Island in 
April of 2021, where he participated in activities including 
collecting plankton and fish surveys.

“Thanks to Mr Fedele for introducing me to this course,” he said.

Euan has attended IGS since he was four.

Highlights of his time at IGS include travels to Italy in Year 9 
and the overall environment and camaraderie within his  
year group.
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The early offer to Orlando brings the total of university 
early entry offers to IGS students to 18 so far, through 
programs including MQ Leaders and Achievers, University 
of Wollongong Early Entry, UTS Early Entry Program, ANU 
Direct Entry, Western Sydney’s True Rewards Program and 
the ACU Guarantee. 

OLIVER MORTIMER 
SECURES EARLY 
UNIVERSITY OFFER

Congratulations to Oliver 

Mortimer, who secured an 

early University offer to study 

Psychology at Macquarie 

University.

After receiving the good news, 
Oliver said he felt “overwhelming 

joy” and was left grinning for the rest of the day.

Oliver plans to become a practising psychologist after 
university. He is also interested in a career in economics.

“The choice of psychology stems from my 
enjoyment of assisting anyone in any way  
I can,” Oliver said.

“I realised this after helping friends through difficult decisions 
and offering my perspective for them to consider.

“As for economics, I love the senior economics course, it’s one 
of my favourite subjects as it provides an avenue for me to 
explore how the world works and how people interact with 
resources and each other.”

Oliver thanked Ms Blacker, his economics teacher and mentor.

“She has made me realise through her teaching, just how much 
I enjoy economics, which has caused me to consider a career 
in economics as a potential opportunity. I’m really grateful to 
have had her as my teacher,” he said.

“Another teacher who has influenced this decision would be 
my Geography Teacher, Mr Fedele. His teaching style and 
attitude has ignited my curiosity for exploring the relationships 
between humans and their environments, which has paired 
really nicely with economics.

“I thank him for having one of the best teaching styles I’ve 
gotten to experience throughout my education.”

Oliver said he appreciates the warm and friendly nature of the 
IGS community the most.

“My highlight of being an IGS student is being able to converse 
with almost anyone, especially within my own year group. 
The ability to receive or give advice comfortably, or share an 
interesting conversation has really allowed me to come out of 
my shell, and discover the people I enjoy to be around.”

HEAD BOY 
ORLANDO READ 
RECEIVES EARLY 
OFFER

Congratulations to IGS 

2021 Head Boy Orlando 

Read who received 

an early offer to study 

Communications (Strategic 

Communications) at UTS.

Orlando said he was extremely 
happy to have received an 
offer into the exact course he wanted.

Orlando, who runs a successful baking business, Orlando’s 
Sweets, said he is planning to pursue his baking business as 
a career.

Orlando will defer his studies to begin in 2023, so he can 
spend the next year focusing on his business.

“Hopefully, this will help to build strong foundations so 
that I can balance the business with my Bachelor of 
Communications degree in 2023. I hope I can also travel 
overseas next year as I am keen to see my French exchange 
student again and travel around Europe, something I’ve 
looked forward to my whole life,” Orlando said.

“I started my baking business four years ago and for the past 
few years, I have known that I want baking to be involved in 
my career in some aspect. Choosing this degree will not only 
give me the skills to improve my business but will hopefully 
also allow me to branch out into other areas of the creative 
industry if I ever decide I’d like to move away from baking.

“I think the overall IGS way of celebrating uniqueness and 
diversity is what has made me decide to follow my passion. 
The School celebrates student talent and this is what made 
me realise that I should continue with baking if it’s what I  
like doing.”

Orlando said the opportunity to be Head Boy has been  
“a dream come true”.

“I hope that my decision to follow what I love will inspire kids 
in younger years to do the same when they begin to think 
about their careers,” he said.

“I was lucky to find my passion so young, so my advice to any 
IGS students who have also discovered something they love 
is to pursue it if it is what will bring them happiness.

“To anyone who feels they haven’t yet discovered their passion, 
don’t stress. Some find theirs earlier than others, some even 
find theirs years after going to university.

“There is no need to put pressure on yourself to find your 
‘passion’. It will come naturally.”
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ORGANISATIONAL 
WHIZ 

Alexandra Coote (2011) has always 
had a passion for being organised. 
That passion is what inspired her 
to start her own cleaning and 
organising business, Holistic Homes.

“Having systems helps so much in keeping stresses low and 
items easy to find,” Alexandra said.

Her best advice for maintaining a decluttered home is to avoid 
over buying.

“You likely don’t need it. Always donate where you can or 
recycle, don’t throw it away.”

“I love cleaning wardrobes and pantries. 
The best part about my job is seeing the 
happiness from my clients.”

Alexandra said starting a business is easy if you believe 
in your abilities. “People have confidence in you if you’re 
confident in yourself.”

Alexandra, who is also a mother to two, said starting her 
business was important for her to find purpose outside of  
the house.

1.

ORGANISATIONAL 
WHIZ 

2.

COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT 
NEWS

Did you know that you can join our online 
community of alumni in Australia and across the 

globe, and list your business on our Business 
Directory for free for other alumni to see? Head to 

the website below to sign up.

https://community.igssyd.nsw.edu.au/homepage

2.



3.
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Photos:

1. Alumna Alexandra Coote (2011), owner of Hollistic Homes

2. One of Alexandra’s decluttering projects

3. The Bronte Leighton Dore artwork selected for the Art Gallery of 
NSW Wynne exhibition

4. Hannah Kitchin (2009)

HANNAH KITCHIN (2009)

The recent wildfires 

in Australia sparked  

a career change  

for IGS Alumna 

Hannah Kitchin.

Hannah moved to British 
Columbia, Canada, in 
2014 and has been living 
there for almost seven 
years. She works for the 
Canadian Government  
in Ministry of Forest, 
Lands and Natural 
Resource Operations, 
specifically, in the 
Wildfire Service Division.

Hannah moved back to Australia for five months in 2019, 
where she worked in a fire centre’s financial services team, 
before moving up the ranks into her current position. She is 
now back in Northern British Columbia.

“I am a corporate services administrator 
whose main responsibility is the hiring of 
fire fighters and overseeing the financial 
and administrative team,” she said.

“Working in wildfire is extremely rewarding because I feel as 
though I am contributing to society in a more meaningful way.

“The highlight of my job is contributing to society to help 
protect people’s homes, memories and nature.”

Hannah said IGS gave her the confidence to travel after school.

“It allowed me to see how others lived overseas so I knew I 
could decide to live and work wherever I chose. It opened 
my eyes to the possibility of living a fun life, not surrounded 
by the daily grind, but to ski, mountain bike and be in the 
outdoors,” Hannah said.

Hannah completed a Bachelor of Commerce degree at the 
University of Sydney and is now completing a Masters of 
Professional Accounting degree at Deakin University.

“My advice for IGS students would be not to worry about 
having a plan for your career. If you are unsure of what 
you want to do just keep doing the things you enjoy and 
eventually you will realise what you want to do,” she said.

ALUMNI PROFILES:

BRONTE LEIGHTON-DORE (2012)

IGS Aluma Bronte Leighton-Dore (2012) was named a 

finalist in the Art Gallery of NSW Wynne exhibition.

Her work, A lightness of touch, is about “being with and 
feeling into space”.

“I went on a painting trip to Mangrove Mountain on the NSW 
Central Coast. The property I visited backs onto a national 
park. Each morning I would take my paper and paints into 
the bush, where I would wander between the eucalypts and 
banksias and study the light to choose the ideal landscape  
to paint,” Bronte said.

“I believe we have to be quiet within 
ourselves to really see. This painting  
was a gentle meditation between myself 
and the subject, feeling into the space of 
the paper, absorbing the visual cues in 
front of me and the sensations of being  
in the landscape.”

HARRY GREENWOOD (2006) STARS  
IN NEW ABC SHOW

Former IGS student Harry Greenwood (2006) has a 

major role in the ABC Drama Wakefield.

Delving into the hidden world of the psychiatric hospital, 
Wakefield is billed as exploring the fine line between sanity 
and madness, with humour and heart. 

3.

JIGSAW 2021
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MATILDA DAVIS (2014)

Congratulations to IGS Alumna Matilda Davis (2014) 

whose artwork featured at Arthouse Gallery in 

Rushcutters Bay in an exhibition celebrating women.

The exhibition, I AM HERE, curated by Katherine Hattam, 
celebrated the work of a diverse group of inter-generational 
women and ran throughout the month of March 2021.

Matilda’s works are described as “personal constructions 
imbued with peculiar characters, lush darkness and latent 
narrative.

“Extending from the magical realism 
genre, complex psychological landscapes 
composed of particular lexicons come 
together with forms of molten fluidity,”  
the description continues.

She has become increasingly interested in unpacking 
symbols, religion and spirituality and using imagery as a way 
of mapping out and understanding how they have shaped 
her world. With a background in theatre, her works have a 
strong sense of theatrics both thematically and in how she 
constructs her compositions.

Matilda thanked IGS Art Teacher Sophie Lampert, who she 
said inspired her to apply for art school.

“I really attribute the success I’ve found to her encouragement 
and guidance. She made it seem like a real possibility and 
something I could strive for,” she said.

“I moved to IGS in Year 9 after being at a strict Catholic girls 
school and wanting to leave school completely. But through 
my Drama studies and Art classes I found my true passion for 
artmaking and creating. I took Drama and Art as my Year 12 
subjects and put my all into my final projects.

“As Year 12 was wrapping up I had to decide what to do.  
A seed had been planted and I knew I had to make a big 
move. Miss Lampert and the Librarians helped me apply to 
the Victorian College of the Arts and guided me through the 
process of interviews, portfolios and essays.

“By the end of that summer I had been accepted into my dream 
school and would be starting classes that following March.”

Matilda completed her Bachelor of Fine Arts and graduated 
with first class honours. She then went on to have her first 
solo show.

“My overall advice would be to take risks, be open to critique 
and feedback and to also ask for help,” Matilda said.

“Artists work as a community and need to stick together, my 
teachers at IGS taught me that and laid these foundations  
for me.”

Matilda has won various awards and grants such as the 
Lionel Gell Foundation Scholarship and the NGV Women’s 
Association graduating prize.

MARIE VINAY (2007)

Paris based filmmaker and director and IGS alumna 

Marie Vinay (2007) has worked with big brands like 

Dior, Chanel, Longchamp, Moet Hennessy, L’Occitane 

as well as Vogue, GQ and Madame Figaro. 

After graduating from IGS, Marie travelled across Los Angeles, 
Mexico, London and Paris for work.

“I work mainly with fashion and luxury 
brands, which are usually based in Paris,” 
Marie said. “Both my parents are French 
and I have always felt like a part of me 
belonged there. I have always been very 
visual; I love images, photos, films. I love to 
be creative and to work with a team.”

One of her biggest projects to date was working with  
Kendall Jenner for Longchamp in Paris and LA.

She also directed a film to fight violence against women 
called Be a Man. “I’m very proud of that project,” she said.

When recalling her time at IGS, Marie said she adored Year 12  
in particular. 

“IGS definitely shaped my artistic sensibility. Studying artists 
and artworks all throughout High School. I had a tough time 
the first year of School, Year 8, as I did not speak a word of 
English. But with the kindness of some older students and 
teachers, I ended up fitting in.”

Her advice to students wishing to pursue a similar path is to 
“create!” and “make things”!

“Don’t over think too much; just start doing things.”

ALUMNI PROFILES:



IGS COMMUNITY BIRTHS AND MARRIAGES

BABY NEWS!
Annika Grima (2009) 

Alumna Annika with her son Kyuss, her daughter Daenera and 
brother Harrison (2008). 

Laura Caluraud (2001)

Alumna Laura Caluraud and her husband Nick Bacon introduce 
their baby Henri preparing for his first swim at seven weeks of 
age. They are currently sailing around the Island of Porquerolles. 
Henri was born on 22 June 2021 in Sallanches, France.

Kristel Martinez

IGS Personal Assistant to 
the Director of Human 
Resources and Human 
Resources Officer Kristel 
Martinez and husband Josh 
Martinez, are excited to 
introduce Elijah, who was 
born on 30 December 2020. 
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WEDDING NEWS!
April Pascoe (2003) and David Newsome

April, who attended IGS from 1992 to 2003, married at Poachers 
Pantry which is just outside of Canberra. Congratulations and 
best wishes.

Paul Kim (2006)

Congratulations Alumnus Paul Kim and his wife Belinda Kim, 
who married on 22 May 2021.
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